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To The Owner

Your International 400 CYCLO® Planter is one of
the most revolutionary concepts of progressive

seed planting developed to date. It uses a totally

new process for seed placement.

The 400 CYCLO® Planter is designed to meet the
exact operating requirements of the present and
the future. Ease of operation and the ability to

adjust to various field conditions lightens your
work and shortens your hours on the job.

You are urged to consult your International

Harvester dealer concerning unusual conditions or
special applications. Let the experience of your
dealer and the organization associated with him
serve you.

Be sure to read the instructions for Adjusting and
Operating in this manual. Check each item referred

to and acquaint yourself with the adjustments

required to obtain efficient operation and maxi
mum trouble-free service. Remember, a planter
which is properly lubricated and adjusted saves
time, labor, and fuel.

After the operating season, thoroughly clean your
planter and inspect it. Preventive maintenance pays
dividends. Your dealer has original-equipment parts
which assure proper fit and best performance. He is

able to recondition your equipment to a like new
condition.

When in need of parts, always specify the planter
model and serial numbers including prefix and
suffix letters. Write these serial numbers in the
space provided.

Additional copies of this manual may be ordered
from your International Harvester dealer at a
nominal price.

METRIC (SI) MEASUREMENTS

A standard of measurement known as International System of Units (SI) has been adooted
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PRECAUTION WHEN USING CHEMICALS
Agricultural chemicals can be dangerous. These
chemicals include fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides,
and pesticides or insecticides. These may be in
liquid, dust, or granular form. Rubber gloves
chemical respirator, goggles, and/or other pro-
tective clothing may be required for certain
chemicals.

Improper selection or use can injure people,
animals, plants, and soils. Care must be exercised
to avoid damage to other people's property.

Chemicals can be used in one or more of the
following ways:

Treated seeds

Added to seed in seed hopper
Added to liquid and dry fertilizers

Applied with granular feeding mechanisms
Applied with liquid metering equipment
Applied with dusting or spraying equipment

When adjusting, servicing, cleaning, and storing
machines that have chemical materials associated
with them, use the same degree of care that is

required for the initial handling of these chemicals.

November, 1979

When chemicals have been used in a machine, it is

of utmost importance to inform all employees,
service personnel, and others of any potential
chemical hazard and required safety precautions
before they come in contact with the machine, its

contents, or the applied material.

Promptly store or dispose of all unused chemicals
or chemically treated materials in *he manner
specified by the chemical manufacturer.

In case of fire involving chemicals, chemical con
tamers, or equipment containing chemicals, remain
upwind and avoid exposure to smoke from the fire.

A CAUTION! Be Safe: Select the right
chemical for the job. Know what
chemical you are using. Always read the

label and follow the instructions of the manu-
facturer before opening containers of chemicals.
For each use, read the instructions and warnings
carefully, even if you feel you know them.
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WORK SAFELY - FOLLOW THESE RULES

A Instructions given with this symbol
are for personal safety. Be sure
you and your workers follow them.

A CAREFUL OPERATOR IS THE BEST INSURANCE AGAINST AN ACCIDENT

Your planter has been designed to minimize the
possibility of accidents. However, there is no
substitute for a careful operator. The safety
suggestions which follow will help you to be that
kind of operator.

BEFORE OPERATING

Review the manual.

Do not wear loose fitting clothing; it may catch in

moving parts.

See that all safety shields including the tractor
power take-off master shield are in place and
properly secured.

Be sure that the correct power take-off parts are
used and that they are properly secured.

Use extreme care when making adjustments.

After servicing, be sure all tools, parts, or servicing
equipment are removed from the machine.

To prevent personal injury always connect the
implement hitch to tractor drawbar before actuat-
ing implement lift cylinder.

Make sure that there is no one near the machine
before starting it.

Be sure the tractor power take-off is disengaged
before starting the tractor engine.

Do not remove safety bars from the seed hopper
opening. These are provided to keep anyone from
climbing into hopper.

The air inlet screen must be in place during
operation and storage.

The oil cooler must be in place during operation
and storage.

DURING OPERATION

Shut off the tractor engine and be sure to wait
until the machine has come to a complete stop
before adjusting, cleaning, or lubricating.

Do not attempt to remove any obstructions from
the drum while the machine is running.

Keep seed hoses in place when fan blower is in

operation.

Disengage the tractor power take-off drive and shut
off tractor engine before dismounting from the
tractor.

Keep hand, feet, clothing and objects away from
moving parts.

Do not ride on the planter during operation.

Use extreme care when operating close to ditches,
fences, or on hillsides.

Do not attempt to open seed hopper lid when
blower is operating.

To prevent personal injury when unhitching,
always lower the implement to the ground before
disconnecting from tractor.

ON-HIGHWAY OPERATION

Always place the machine in the transport posi-
tion.

Check clearance carefully before towing the
planter under electric lines or bridges, and into
buildings.

Comply with your state and local laws governing
highway safety, and with regulations when moving
machinery on a highway.

Drive at a reasonable speed to maintain complete
control of the machine at all times.
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WORKSAFELY-FOLLOWTHESE RULES

To Prevent planter from lowering:

Do not transport a fully loaded planter unless the

tractor is equipped with alternating check valves to

prevent planter from lowering.

When servicing or adjusting machine connect the

transport links.

Use transport links when transporting.

Be sure the marker transport latches are secured

before transporting planter.

Check clearance carefully before towing the

planter.

INSPECT all hydraulic hoses for leaks,

cracks and abrasions once a year. Tighten fit-

tings or replace hoses as needed.

Read the Operators Manual.

Learn to operate this machine SAFELY.

Be alert Observe ALL Safety Practices

Machines can be hazardous in the hands of an

UNFAMILIAR, UNTRAINED or COMPLACENT

operator.

Don't risk INJURY or DEATH.

M/V-100^4-

A CAUTION
TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY:

1. Connect implement hitch to tractor drawbar before actuating

implement lift cylinder.

2. When unhitching, lower implement to ground before dis-

connecting from tractor.

3. During transport use safety chain on hitch.

4. Use retaining hitch pin provided with implement.

5. For servicing in raised position, block up planter.

6. Lower machine to ground when storing or servicing and when not

hitched to tractor.

7. Refer to operator's manual for detailed instructions. J
MA 10261



INTRODUCTION

MAS436 A

Whenever the terms "left and right" are used, it

should be understood to mean from a position
behind and facing the machine.

A variety of optional equipment is available. Refer
to "Optional Equipment". Operating and main-
tenance instruction on these items is included in

the instructions for operating or maintaining the
machine. Disregard instructions for equipment not
on your machine.



INTRODUCTION

MA-54J5 A

International 400 CYCLO® Planter Four-Row 28, 30, 34, 36, 38 and

40-inch (711, 762, 864, 914, 965 and 1016 mm) rows (optional equipment shown).

When in need of parts, always specify the model

and serial numbers, including prefix and suffix

letters. Write these numbers in the spaces provided.

Serial number plate is located on rear of blower

housing.

MA-5482



INTRODUCTION

MA- 11847

International 400 CYCLO® Planter Four-Row* Convertible-36 38 anH
40-inch (914, 965, and 1016 mm) rows (ofrtoS^S^^T 1

*This planter can be converted to Six 28 or 30 inch (711 or 762 mm) rows.

|IH© INTERNATI0NAL HARVESTER COMPANY
unnn Chicago Illinois When in need of parts, always specify the model
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INTRODUCTION

MA-11848

International 400 CYCLO® Planter Six Row-28 and 30 inch (711 and 762 mm)

(optional equipment shown).

CHICAGO ILLINOIS When in need of parts, always specify the model

and serial numbers, including prefix and suffix

letters. Write these numbers in the spaces provided.

Serial number plate is located on rear of blower

housing.

MA-5482



INTRODUCTION

Individual tire - seed release

wheel assembly

Hopper lid and hinge
not shown this view

Direct mounted blower
to seed drum assembly

Adjustable damper to

control air intake

to blower (on P. T.O
mechanical drive only)

Seed release wheels -

Seed chute outlet position in drum

AS 148 G

Spring mounted seed cutoff brush

International 400 CYCLO® Planter Hopper, Drum, and Blower Assembly.

8
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OPERATION OF PLANTING SYSTEM

Seed from the hopper enters the ground driven
revolving seed drum through a delivery chute, and
automatically maintains proper seed level in the
drum, which contains a row of seed pockets for

each planter row. A power driven blower supplies
air pressure to the seed drum through a direct-

connected air duct. The hopper and drum pressures
are equalized. The seeds are held in the seed
pockets of the revolving drum by escaping air.

As the seeds are carried to the top of the seed
drum they pass a spring mounted cutoff brush,
which removes any excess seeds. Near the top of
the revolving drum, on the exterior surface, a seed
release wheel contacts each pocket and releases the
seed. The seed released from the pocket is caught
by the air flow, and carried through the discharge
manifold to the delivery tubes, and is deposited in

the row.

DIAGRAM OF HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN
BLOWER SYSTEM

1 - Hydraulic pump (7.5 G.P.M.) (28.4

litre/min) mounted on and driven by
the tractor 1000 r.p.m. Power Take-

off shaft (Pressure relief valve of

2250p.s.i.) (15.5 MPa)

2 - Oil reservoir on the pump
3 - Flow control valve is used to regulate

the fan speed

4 - Oil cooler is mounted in front of the

blower air intake

5 - Hydraulic motor coupled directly to

fan shaft

6 - Blower

7 - Pressure line

8 - Return line (Dotted)

Hydraulic drive system.

10



ATTACHING TO THE TRACTOR

POWER TAKE-OFF MECHANICAL BLOWER
DRIVE

Adjust the tractor drawbar (Ref. 1) so the

horizontal distance, from the end of the tractor

power take-off shaft to the hitch point on the

drawbar (or drawbar extension, if used) measures

14 inches (356 mm) as shown for 540 r.p.m. power

take-off and 16 inches (406 mm) for 1000 r.p.m.

power take-off.

The vertical distance ("B"), from the top of the

drawbar to the center of the tractor power

take-off, must be 6 to 12 inches, (152 to 305 mm),
8 inches (203 mm) being recommended. The

drawbar hitch point must be aligned with thp

center of the tractor power take-off shaft. NOTE:
A swinging drawbar must be locked in this position

and all possible lateral motion removed to avoid

damage to the power take-off system.

Drawbar Extension Plate (Optional)

For tractors equipped with a Fast-Hitch cross

drawbar or a fixed drawbar: A drawbar extension

plate is required to extend the planter hitch point

to the rear of the drawbar. Drawbar extension

plates are available from your International

Harvester dealer for the various model tractors.

For Farmall or International Tractors equipped

with Two-Point or Three-Point Hitch: Use the

swinging drawbar attachment which can be

obtained from your International Harvester dealer.

NOTE: Never hook up a 540 r.p.m. machine to a

1000 r.p.m. tractor power take-off or a 1000
r.p.m. to a 540 r.p.m. tractor power take-off.

MA 4041 D

1 - Telescoping drawbar

2 - Hitch clevis

3 - Power take-off 540 r.p.m.

4 - Power take-off 1000 r.p.m.

For all tractors equipped with a swinging drawbar.

Locate the drawbar in a fixed position in the center

of the tractor.

Hitching to the Tractor

The machine must be attached to any tractor

having a drawbar and power take-off that conforms

to ASAE-SAE standards and having a power

take-off speed to match the power shaft speed of

the machine.

Hitch the planter to the tractor drawbar. (See Ref.

2).

Connect the front power take-off yoke (Ref. 3) to

the shaft on the tractor by compressing the pin in

the yoke and sliding the yoke on the power

take-off shaft unti 1 the pin drops into the groove in

the shaft.

11



ATTACHING TO THE TRACTOR

HYDRAULIC BLOWER DRIVE

MA-7349

1 - Hydraulic pump PTO 5
coupler for 1000
rpm tractor PTO 6

2 - Hydraulic pump and 7
reservoir

3 - Filler cap

4 - Flow control valve 8

Pump mounting
plate

Pump anchor bar

Anchor bar bracket

(attached to

tractor drawbar)

Quick attaching pin

Three-Point hitch tractor shown.

Swinging Drawbar

A swinging drawbar must be locked in position on
tractor center line and all possible lateral motion
removed to avoid damage to the hydraulic pump
system.

For Farmall or International Tractors equipped
with Fixed Drawbar: Use the swinging drawbar
attachment which can be obtained from your
International Harvester dealer.

1 - Hydraulic oil reservoir

2 - Pressure line

3 - Return line

Hitching to the Tractor

4 - Sealing washers,

spacers and nuts

5 - Internal flow

control valve

In order to obtain adequate clearance, it may be
necessary to remove the tractor power take-off
shaft master shield before installing the hydraulic
pump unit. On tractors equipped with dual power
take-off shafts, the lower, 540 R.P.M. shaft, must
be covered with the tubular shield at all times
when not in use. The tractor power take-off master
shield must be replaced on the tractor whenever
the hydraulic pump unit is removed.

Connect the hydraulic blower drive pump to the
power take-off shaft and secure with pump anchor
bar, bracket and quick attachable pin.

Connect the planter hydraulic lift cylinder hose to
the tractor lower port at "A".

A CAUTION! To prevent implement from tipping up always lower
implement to the ground before disconnecting from tractor.

12



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

FIELD OPERATION PREPARATION

1 - To rod end of double-acting cylinder

2 - To piston end of double-acting cylinder

3 - Not used with single-acting cylinder

Single Acting Planter Lift Cylinder

Connect the hydraulic hose to the lower outlet on

tractor.

Double Acting Planter Lift Cylinder

Connect the hydraulic hose from the piston end of

cylinder to the lower outlet on tractor. Connect

the hydraulic hose from the rod end of the

cylinder to the upper outlet on tractor.

Release the marker transport latches so the

markers are free to operate.

To Lower the Machine

TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY: Connect the

implement hitch to the tractor drawbar before

actuating the implement lift cylinder.

1 - Rod end of cylinder

2 - Piston end of cylinder

3 - Breather

Double acting cylinder converted to a

Single Acting Planter Lift Cylinder.

1. Machines with single acting lift cylinders and

tractors without check valves, move the remote

control valve lever all the way forward to "Float"

position and leave it there. The lever must be left

in float position to allow the marker to follow

ground contour.

2. Machines with single acting lift cylinders and

tractors with alternating check valves, move the

remote control valve lever to "Lower" position.

Hold a few seconds and then move the lever all the

way forward to "Float" position. The lever must

be left in "Float" position to allow the marker to

follow ground contour.

3. Machines with double-acting lift cylinders and

tractors with or without alternating check valves:

Move the remote control valve lever to "Lower"

position. Hold it there until the planter lift

cylinder is fully retracted and then move the lever

all the way forward to "Float" position. The lever

must be left in "Float" position to allow the

marker to follow ground contour.

13



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

RAISING AND LOWERING PLANTER

When raising the planter, the remote control lever
must be held back manually until the planter and
marker are fully raised.

When lowering the planter, with an alternating
check valve on the tractor, the remote control lever
can be put into "Float" position and the lever can
be pushed forward and not held manually.

After 8 hours of operation, and periodically

thereafter, check all bolts and cotter pins. Re-
tighten and secure if necessary.

NOTE: If the planter has been setting with the
runners in the dirt, always check for dirt-plugged

discharge openings at the back of the runners after

attaching.

FIELD TRANSPORT

Raise the planter to transport position.

Raise both markers and secure with the safety
latches.

Belt Tensioning (P.T.O.

Blower)
Mechanically Driven

Tension on Poly-V-belts must be maintained.
Check belts periodically during the planting season.
Refer to blower drive belt tension.

The transport links must be locked in place as
shown in "Transporting" on Public Roads. NOTE:
These links are to be used only when transporting
an empty planter.

Disconnect the drive chain as shown in trans-

porting on public roads.

Lubrication

Always make sure the planter is thoroughly
lubricated before taking into the field. See
LUBRICATION section for proper lubrication.

Tires

GENERAL

Preparing the Planter for Operating

It is important that all parts be properly adjusted
and working freely before starting to plant.

Bolts, nuts, and set screws must be kept tight-
spread all cotters to keep them from falling out.

Recommended tire sizes:

7:50-14, 7:75-14, 8:00-14, 6:70-15, 7:10-15 or
7:60-15, 9:5L-14 High Floatation tires and wheels
available in lieu of standard.

When fertilizer or chemical attachments are used,
floatation tires or four wheel attachment are
recommended.

Be sure tires are inflated to tire manufacturers
recommended pressures.

14



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Hydraulic Cylinder

Always operate the hydraulic cylinder as far as it

will go each time the planter is lowered or raised

for transport. The cylinder must be completely

collapsed while operating to assure proper engage-

ment of marker alternator. The cylinder must be

completely extended to assure the maximum trans-

port clearance under the row units.

HYDRAULIC PUMPS

The 1000 r.p.m. pump for the hydraulic driven

blower has a capacity of 7.8 G.P.M. (28.4

litre/min) at 1000 r.p.m. Check and maintain the

oil level in the reservoir.

Fill the reservoir with I.H. No. 1 Engine Oil

(SAE 30). Operate the system at tractor idle speed

approximately 2 minutes. Disengage the P.T.O.

and refill the reservoir. (Capacity of system

approximately 1 gallon) (3.8 litre).

NOTE: To service the filter refer to "Hydraulic

Pump Filter Replacement".

The 540 r.p.m. pump for the hydraulic drive

blower has a capacity of 8.0 G.P.M. (30.2

litre/min) at 540 r.p.m.

A. Fill the

Hy-Tran oil.

pump reservoir with recommended

B. Start the tractor engine at idel speed, engage

P.T.O. , and let run for a couple of minutes.

Disengage P.T.O. and refill reservoir.

NOTE: To service the oil filter refer to "Hydraulic

Pump Filter Replacement".

JACK

Jack position when planter is in storage.

When operating planter be sure jack handle is

folded as shown.

Jack position when planter is operating.

ROW WIDTHS

Six-Row Planter

Six 28 or 30-inch (711 or 762 mm) rows are

obtainable.

First locate the center of the inner head brackets

and pressure rod brackets by measuring from the

outside of the main frame inner plate as indicated

in the table. See "A" in illustration.

Space the head bracket and the pressure rods the

same as the width of the rows to be planted.

Measure between the centers of the brackets as

shown at "B", in illustration.

Make measurement "D" the same as the width of

the rows to be planted. Holes will be found in the

jockey tie bars "E" to match the row widths. See

"D" and "E" in illustration.

15



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Six-Row Planter.

Jockey tie bar shown in 30-inch (762 mm) width.

Table for Illustrations

Row
Width "B"

inches (millimetres)

28"
30"

(711)

(762)

Measurement
"A" from frame

Center Plate

inches (millimetres)

2"
3"

(51)

i76J_

7347

1 - Row width

2 - Center jockey tie bar

Center jockey tie bar location.

16



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Adjustable Wheel Frame Four-Row Planter

36" (914 mm)

38" (965 mm)

40" (1016 mm)n

r-34" (8 64 mm)

1 y [»3»^?

38" (965 mm)
40M (1016 mm)

r
(36

M
(914 mm)

34M (864 mm)
30" (702 mm)
| r

28, 30, 34, 36, 38 and 40-inch (711, 762, 864, 914, 965 and 1016 mm) rows

(30-inch (762 mm) shown).

Locate the center of the inner head brackets and

lift rod brackets by measuring from the outside of

the main frame inner plate as indicated in the table

below. See "A".



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Four-Row Adjustable Planter Wheel Frame And Drives

78.42-inches (1992 mm)

z

Drive chain

Wheel assembly "A"

Drive chain

Offset Arm

Wheel assembly "B"

.™. Center line

Offset
Arm

36/ 38 or 40-inch rows
(914, 965 or 1016 mm)

Center line

of planter

28, 30, or 34 rows
(711, 762 or 864 mm)

62.50-inches(1588 mm)

Wheel assembly f

'A'

Center line

When changing from wide-36, 38 to 40-inch rows
(914, 965 to 1016 mm) to narrow-28, 30 and
34-inch rows, (711, 762 and 864 mm), 'it is

necessary to remove and exchange drive wheels
complete with arms and chain slide. When planter
is furnished without fertilizer it is necessary to

purchase the opposite chain slide (546 477 R1
chain slide).

When going from wide rows to narrow rows, the
wheel assemblies, with drives, must be inter-
changed as shown.

36, 38 or 40 inch (914, 965 or 1016 mm) rows. 28, 30 or 34 inch (711, 762 or 864 mm) rows.

18



Four-Row Convertible Planter

ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MA 5473 B

Locate the center of the inner head brackets and

lift rod brackets by measuring from the outside of

the main frame inner plate as indicated in the table

below. See "A".

Row Width

"B" and "C"
i nches (millimetres)

36"
38"
40"

(914)

(965)

(1016)

Measurement "A" from

frame Center Plate

inches (millimetres)

6" (152)

7" (178)

8" (203)

Space the head brackets and the lift rods the same

as the width of the rows to be planted. Measure

between the centers as shown at "B" and "C".

Make measurement "D" the same as the width of

the rows to be planted. Holes will be found in the

jockey tie bars "E" to match the row widths.

HAA5474 A
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

LIFT RODS AND PRESSURE SPRINGS

For hard ground: Raise the set collar and spring
"F" until the spring will bear against the plate. See
that the springs and collars on all row units are set
the same. Be sure the planter is lowered as far as it
will go while operating. Do not operate with the
pressure springs compressed "solid".

For rough fields: Lower the set collar and spring
"F" as far down the rod as necessary to assure the
pressure springs are never compressed "solid"
Raise the set collars "G" up near the top of the rod
or as high as possible and still maintain adequate
lift. Each time the planter is lowered, operate the
hydraulic controls to completely collapse the
cylinder giving maximum vertical action for the
row units. Note that raising the set collars "G"
higher will result in reduced height of lift

f

For increased height of lift: Lower the set collar
G closer to the angle. Note that this will result in

less flexibility and freedom to follow the contour
of the ground.

LEVELING THE PLANTER

The planter units should operate so the unit
drawbars are parallel with the ground when the
planter is in the field and operating. If this is not
the case, loosen the two bolts "A" and raise or
lower the front end of the hitch as required (using
upper or lower holes) to level the row units.
Tighten the bolts securely after making an adjust-
ment. Also refer to attaching to the tractor.

NOTE: Bolt must be assembled as shown (with
bolt head to the outside).

See Not*

MA-6H5A
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PLANTING DEPTH

ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

1 - Quick-attachable

cotter

2 - Press wheel

3 - Opener disks

4 - External disk

scraper

5 - Disk scraper pressure

adjust screw

The depth at which the seed is planted is gauged by

the press wheel except when the planter is

equipped with furrowing disks or depth bands. A

series of close-spaced holes in the planter frame

give accurate control of planting depth.

Locate the quick-attachable cotter "1" in the

selected hole where it acts as a stop limiting the

upward movement of the press wheel. Moving the

cotter upward to the next hole adds approximately

1/2-inch (13 mm) to the planting depth. Utilize the

cotter and holes in the reverse manner to plant

shallower.

Disk planters equipped with depth bands: The

depth at which the seed is planted is determined by

the choice of depth bands. Bands are available for

3/4, 1, 1-1/4, 1-1/2, 1-3/4, or 2-1/4-inch (19, 25,

32, 38, 44 or 57 mm) planting depths. See

Optional Equipment.

Planting excessively hard ground: Use increased

tension on the unit pressure springs. This is done so

the press wheel (or depth bands) will control the

depth of planting.

Runner planters equipped with disk furrowers: The

depth at which the seed is planted is determined by

the adjustment provided on the furrowers. The

depth for the disk furrowers is determined by the

press wheel setting. See Optional Equipment.

Internal scraper and

adjusting screw

Internal disk scraper shown

(One disk removed for better views)

The internal scraper adjustment can be made from

the underside as shown in illustration inset, or by

removing one disk as shown.

A USE CAUTION! When adjusting internal

scraper on disks from underside or

removing disks. The disks are sharp and

may cut or scrape hands.

21



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED HOPPER

The seed hopper has a capacity of 1 1 bushels (0.39
nri3). it has an air gauge mounted on the front side
of the hopper for easy viewing by the operator. In

operation with seed in the hopper, this gauge
should read from 8 ounces to 1 1 ounces per square
inch (3.45 to 4.74 kPa).

When filling the seed hopper, use clean seed.

The hopper lid is equipped with a seal. Hopper lid
must be seated properly and secured with latches.

Safety bars are provided in the opening of the
hopper. These are not to be removed as they are to
prevent anyone from climbing into the hopper.

The hopper can be filled easier using step or
platforms. One step is standard, extra step and
platforms are available as attachments.

When filling the hopper make certain that seed tags
or other ioreign objects are not emptied into the
hopper. These can result in a plugged seed chute or
interfere with seed fill in the drum. Also it is

advisable that clean seed be used. This is

particularly true with soy beans. Seed pockets in
the drum do not distinguish between a whole seed,
half seed, or a piece of trash and collect and plant
any of these.

A seed chute from the hopper to the seed drum is

positioned to maintain constant flow of seed. The
seed chute is positioned in the drum so that the
drum seed level is constantly maintained at the
correct seed fill.

A gate is provided in the seed chute to be used
when changing drums or when transporting to keep
seed level from building up in the drum. Open
position as shown. Always be sure the gate is open
when planting. See decal for open and closed
position of seed chute.

CAUTION! Do not open the hopper lid

when the hopper is pressurized. Bodily
injury may result.

A CAUTION! Do not remove the safety
bars "8" from the hopper. The bars are
provided to prevent anyone from climb-

ing into hopper.

^jt* /*^
Seed hopper lid in closed position

.

MA-5418

Seed hopper lid in open position, and safey bars

Index to references in illustrations.

1 - Seed hopper
2 - Hopper lid

3- Hinge pin

4 - Latch

5 - Latch strike

6 - Pressure gauge
7 - Formed-hand grip

8 - Safety bars
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED CHUTE, SHUT-OFF GATE AND SEED

DRUM

MA5430D

Seed chute in open position on four-row planter.

Proper seed drum alignment requires that the

centerline of the first set of holes in the drum be at

a distance of 2-5/8-inches (67 mm) from the rear

surface of the fan housing sheet when the drum is

pressurized. To maintain this alignment, add or

remove shim washers on the drum shaft as shown

at "A" in inset.

NOTE: When removing the seed drum, shut off the

seed flow at seed flow and seed chute gate.

SEED DRUM AND RELEASE WHEELS

NOTE: Seed release wheel tires must be aligned

with seed holes on the seed drum.

1 - Seed release wheels (tires must align with holes)

2 - Seed release wheel arm

3 - Seed release wheel lock-out

(shown in operating position)

4- Seed drum

1 - Seed release wheels

2 - Seed release arm

3 - Seed release wheel lock-

out (shown in storage

or transport position)

4 - Seed drum (36

pocket seed

drum shown)

5 - Bolt (for remov-

ing the seed

drum)
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

The seed release wheel lock-out has two positions.

Storage position (release wheels raised off the seed
drum).

Operating position (release wheels riding on the
seed drum)

To install the drum into position reverse these
steps. Make certain the drum is in place and the
seal is against the blower wall.

5. Lower the seed release wheels so that the wheels
are riding on the surface of the drum.

Release wheels must be in storage position as
shown (in the raised position) to remove the seed
drum or when machine is not in use.

The rubber seal on the stainless steel drum bears
against the back plate of the blower housing, with
a ring of graphite coating on this surface. When this
coating wears away it is necessary to recoat the
surface with graphite to assure free turning of the
seed drum. See Lubrication Section.

In changing the drums the following easy steps
should be taken:

1. Close the gate in the seed chute if there is seed
in the hopper.

2. Lock the seed release wheels in the raised
position.

3. Loosen the bolt on the end of the drum shaft,
remove the washer and cover.

4. Slide the drum off the shaft keeping the cutoff
brush assembly and seed leveling bar from catching
on the seed drum and drum seal.

MA-10816

1 - Seed release wheels
2 - Seed release wheel arm
3 - Seed release wheel lock-out

(shown in storage position)

4 - Seed cutoff brush assembly
5 - Seed discharge manifold
6 - Seed tube extension
7 - Seed leveling bar

8 - Seed tube extension and
seed leveling bar bolt.

(Install extension on
inside of tube. Install

seed leveling bar on out-
side of tube and under
the brace.

Release wheels must be in storage position as shown.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED TUBE EXTENSION AND LEVELING BAR

A seed tube extension is provided to prevent high

seed levels in the seed drum. One to two-inch (25

to 51 mm) level is satisfactory. Do not use seed

tube extension when proper seed level can be

maintained. Usually corn planting does not require

this extension. Lowering the seed tube extension

decreases the seed level.

The leveling bar is used for obtaining uniform seed

distribution across the interior surface of the seed

drum. It is recommended that the leveling bar be

installed when planting on hilly terrain.

NOTE: Install the seed tube extension and leveling

bar as shown.

Installing the seed tube extension and the leveling

bar.

Remove the carriage bolt from the lower end of

the seed tube and brace, insert the seed tube

extension inside the seed tube, reinstall the bolt

with the carriage head inside the tube. If leveling

bar is to be used, it must be installed on the same

bolt outside of the seed tube and under the brace.

Secure with washers and nut. See dimension "A"

as outlined on the preceding pages.

The level bar edge should be 8-3/4-inches (222

mm) maximum from the bottom of the drum

support shaft tube "A". Turn the drum slowly by

hand to make sure the leveling bar is not in contact

with drum.

Be careful when removing or installing the seed

drum to avoid damaging the seed leveling bar.

The seed leveling bar and seed tube extension are

not assembled when shipped. Parts will be found

secured to the inside of the right side hopper

support sheet above the seed cut-off wheel frame

pivot bracket.

SEED CUT-OFF BRUSH ASSEMBLY

The spring mounted seed cut-off brush removes

excess seeds from the seed pockets. The height of

the brush is adjusted to the correct setting at the

factory.

NOTE: When shipped from factory the seed

cut-off brush has been wired down to prevent

damage to the brush and should be released when

the planter is set up.

MA-10817

1 - Seed tube extension

2 - Seed leveling bar
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ADJUSTING AFJD OPERATING

SEED DELIVERY TUBE

NOTE: When replacing Seed Delivery tubes, use
only tubing meeting International Harvester
specifications supplied by your International
Harvester dealer.

NOTE: Avoid looping of the seed tube by cutting
off un needed excess.

NOTE: The shoe pivot pin is secured by the seed
tube retainer when the seed tube is in place. When
shipped from the factory, the pin is retained by a
spring wire clamp or optional "0" ring. The spring
wire clamp or "0" ring will fall off the first time
the pivot pin is removed. The pivot pin retainer
need not be replaced as long as the seed tube and
seed tube retainer are in position.

1 - Seed delivery tube

2 - Delivery tube clamp must be secured
as shown to prevent movement of tube.

3 - The delivery tube must be positioned as

shown for clearance from ground.
Approximately 2-inches (51 mm)

4 - Opener shoe

5 - Double disk opener (one disk removed)
6 - Seed tube retainer

Delivery tube and clamp location.

One opener disk removed to show better view.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED DELIVERY TUBE REPLACEMENT AND LENGTH TABLE

Four row

Six row

Seed delivery tube length



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED DRUM SEAL AND SEAL RETAINER
5. Using one hand to hold the seal and drum
firmly, work around the drum with the other hand
until the wrinkles are removed.

Example of improper seal installation which will be
corrected by procedure covered in step 5.

CAUTION: All wrinkles must be removed for
proper seal function.

MA9034

To replace the seal on the seed drum:

1. Remove the seed drum from the planter (as
indicated on the preceding pages).

2. Remove the seal retaining ring as shown.

3. Remove the worn seal from the seed drum bead.

4. Place the new seal on the seed drum bead.
Secure with specified adhesive (obtained from your
International Harvester dealer).

6. Replace the seal retainer ring into the seed drum
seal.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

I.

7. Pull the retaining ring away from the seal and

apply adhesive 2 inches long at four places 90°

apart.

RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION AND PLANTING

DISTANCES

Spacings in the row and the quantity of seed used

may be varied as shown by the information and

tables on the following pages.

Changing sprockets (Procedure)

When changing the drive and driven sprockets for

different planting distances, lift the top of the

hitch cover. A seed rate table for the 36 pocket

drum is located on the underside of the cover. The

sprockets necessary for changing the ratio are

stored on a hanger on the inside of the hitch.

Sprockets are changed by removing the snap pin in

the drive sprocket and changing sprockets as

desired on the hex drivers.

The chain tightener is then set into position as

shown on the seed rate table,

After installing the chain tighteners, turn the drives

through a full cycle to make certain that the drives

are free and no tightness develops because of

sprocket runout.

Make sure the chain tighteners are lubricated and

free to pivot.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

CHAIN DRIVE AND SPROCKETS

(Inside)

1 - Storage (extra shear pin)

2 - Sprocket

3 - Shear pin and cotter pin

4 - Hardened pin with

double cotter pins

Seed drive shear pin location (Seed Hopper Removed for better view).

NOTE: Refer to seed rate table for proper sprocket setting.

(Outside)

MA-5477 D

1 - Snap pin

Changing Sprocket

Remove

2 - Drive sprocket 3 - Driven sprocket 4 - Grease fitting

Reverse procedure for assembly
using required ratio sprockets.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED RATE TABLE

MA-5476 C

1 - Seed rate table located under the hitch cover sheet. Also see tables.

2 - Sprocket storage hanger for seed drum sprockets.

3 - Sprocket storage hanger for fertilizer sprockets.

POPULATION CONVERSION TABLE

POPULATION
CONVERSION TABLE

For rows other than 30" (762 mm)-
36" (914 mm)-38" (965 mm)

Row
inches (mm)

28"
34"
40"

(711)

(864)

(1016)

30" (762 mm)
Row (Base)

Any
Population

Multiply by

planter forward and check distance traveled be-

tween rope indentations. Measure 5 to 10 revolu-

tions for best accuracy. Then adjust tables ac-

cordingly. Tables are based on 86 and 95 inches

(2184 and 2413 mm) of travel per revolution of

drive wheel.

1.07

.88

.75

Example

Find: Population 28" (711 mm) Row
24,020 x 1.07 = 25,700

GROUND TRAVEL

To check the travel distance per revolution of the

drive wheels on the planter, place a rope around

cross section of the tire. In soft soil, pull the

PLANTING SPEED

Use the tables on the following pages to determine

spacing and population then refer to the seed

planting tables to determine planting speed. Also,

refer to the Maximum Recommended Planting

Speed and Spacing Charts.

After determining maximum planting speed as

outlined above, set the tractor engine speed which

will operate the power take-off (PTO) at 540, or

1000 r.p.m., then select a tractor gear shift range

that will give a proper ground speed.
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Drum
Ordering

No.

546 632 R91

548 777 R91

602 69C91
602 70C91

546 633 R91

548 778 R91

584 35C91
584 36C91

549 963 R91

549 964 R91

584 33C91

584 34C91

546 634 R91

548 779R91
(XX)

549 965 R91

549 966 R91

61 143 C91

61 144 C91

549 967 R91

549 968R91

549 969R91

549 970R91

60 648 C91

60 649 C91

(XX)

No. of

Rows

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

6

8

ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED DRUMS (ALL PLANTERS)

Holes

per

Row

24

24

36

36

72

72

Series G-G
(Typical)

(Not to scale)

tTTi-rrV ^mm

144

144

36

36

36

36

XZ2Z2ZZZZZZZ Z2ZZZ2ZZ222

EZZZZZZZZ l * i >))TX

144

144

nuuuun -nJL Yk *>,,,,,
f f Fl

\n }}}))>)}) /y
ly>>7^TrryZZZ25

24

24

36

36

72

72

» > > > > > > mm*

96

96

EZZZZ

144

144

VJJnnn/ri nuuum\

innnnnn'y ^>>>>>> } > n

Typical

Seeds

Seed size

must be

larger than

dia. shown

(mm)

Corn (X) .220

Milo

Sorghum
.100

Beet (pelleted) .100

Beet (raw) .078

Soy Bean* .180

Popcorn

Sun Flower*

Beans:

Pinto, Small

Lima Snap

Yellow Eye

Pell

.160

.200

Beans: .160

Acid

Delinted

Cotton

Soy Beans* .160

• Tie down seed cut-off brush assembly or lower brush in holder

i
X
i

C°™ s

Sd ™ S\^lZT™ 8nd °ne - half sixtV- f°urths of an inch (5.75 mm) or larger(XX) A.r baffle (58 440 C91) on eight-row hydraulic driven blowers

(5.59)

(2.54)

(2.54)

(1.98)

(4.57)

(4.06)

(5.08)

(4.06)

(4.06)
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED PLANTING TABLE (ALL ROW PLANTING)

(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)
,

.

*
| SEEDS PER FOOT (305 mm) ~ AVERAGE! M

I

o
9.5L x 14 Tire

95-inches(2413mm)Ks

travel per revolution

K
i

I

o
m
e

t

r

e

s
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING
SEED DRUM - 24 Hole Drum - 86-inch (2184 mm) Travel - 7.75 x 14 tire



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED TABLE - 36 Hole Drum - 86-inch (2184 mm) Travel - 7.75 x 14 tire
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED TABLE - 24 Hole Drum - 95-inch (2413 mm) Travel - 9.5L x 14 tire
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

SEED TABLE -36 Hole Drum - 95-inch (2413 mm) Travel - 9.5L x 14 tire
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPEED AND SPACING CHART (24-Hole Drum)

MILES (KILOMETRES) PER HOUR
(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

Seed spacing

Inches (millimetres)

12

11

10

(305)

(279

(254)

(229)

(203

7 (178)

(152

5 (127)

(102)

K1.6) 2(3.2) 3(4.8) 4(6.4) 5(8.0) 6(9.7) 7(113)8(12.9)

Select the seed spacing desired, and where that line intersects the curve inthe chart that will be the maximum number of miles (kilometres) per hour

ine fr8 Zcb nn^l The
.

examP le above Seated by the dotted

64 m n h nn 5 ?°l T
m)

u
sPac,n 9 and that line in^sects the curve atb-J/8 m.p.h. (10.3 km/hr.), which is the recommended maximum.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPEED AND SPACING CHART (36-Hole Drum)

MILES (KILOMETRES) PER HOUR
(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

Seed spacing

Inches (millimetres)

12

11

10

(305)

(279)

(254)

(229)

8 (203)

(178)

(152)

(127)

(102)

1 (1.6) 2 (3.2) 3 (4.I 4(6.4) 5(8.0) 6(9.7) 7(11.3) 8(12.9)
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPEED AND SPACING CHART (72-Hole Drum)

MILES (KILOMETRES) PER HOUR
(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

Seed Spacing

Inches (millimetres)

2.0

1.5

(50.8)

(38.1)

1.2 (30.5)

1.0 (25.4)

.86 (21.8)

.75 (19.1)

.67 (17.0)

.60 (15.2)

.56 (14.2)

.50 (12.7)

Seeds per

foot

(305 mm)

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

1(1.6) 2(3.2) 3(4.8) 4(6.4) 5(8.0) 6(9.7) 7(113) 8(12.9)



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPEED AND SPACING CHART (96-Hole Drum)

MILES (KILOMETRES) PER HOUR
(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

Seed Spacing

Inches (millimetres)



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPEED AND SPACING CHART (144-Hole Drum)

MILES (KILOMETRES) PER HOUR
(Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

Seed Spacing

Inches (millimetres)



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

AIR PRESSURE

The pressure gauge for either hydraulic driven

blowers or mechanical P.T.O. driven blowers when
operating at rated P.T.O. speeds should read from

8 to 1 1 ounces per square inch (3.45 to 4.74 KPa).

This pressure should be determined when there is

seed in the drum and drum pockets are retaining

seeds. With some seeds it might be desirable to

reduce pressure below those obtained at P.T.O.

tractor speeds. Also with a few large sizes of seed a

pressure of 11 ounces per square inch (4.74 KPa)

might be necessary.

Air pressure can be decreased by operating at

below rated P.T.O. tractor speeds or increased at

speeds above rated P.T.O.

MA-17551

1 - Internal flow control valve

For Hydraulic Blower Drive: A flow control valve

is also provided to either increase or decrease the

blower speed. To increase air pressure turn flow

control knob clockwise. To decrease pressure turn

flow control knob counter-clockwise.

For Mechanical P.T.O. Blower Drive: An adjustable

damper is provided. Move damper to right position

to increase air pressure and to the left to decrease

air pressure.

1 - External flow control valve

1 - Adjustable damper

Air pressure is controlled by
the flow control valve.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

ENGAGE POWER TAKE-OFF

Engage the power take-off at low engine speed

before bringing the tractor to field operating speed.

Never engage the power take-off at full throttle.

When turning at the end of the row, do not

disengage the power take-off. Even at reduced

throttle, the air pressure is sufficient for seeds to

remain in the pockets in the drum.

BLOWER DRIVE BELT TENSION (P.T.O.

Mechanically Driven Blower)

Belts on new planters (also new replacement belts)

lose their tension as they "seat" themselves in the

pulleys. New belts should be checked every 10

hours of use, until the belt tension is substantially

stabilized. Check the belt every 50 hours of

operation thereafter to assure maintenance of the

correct tension. The tension is correct when the

rear belt can be deflected 5/8-inch (15.9 mm) with

a 10 pound (45 N) load and when the front belt

can be deflected 3/16-inch (4.8 mm) with a 15

pound (67 N) load, measured midway between the

pulleys.

FILLING SEED POCKETS IN DRUM

After the planting module has been pressurized,

seeds will be retained in the seed pockets as the

drum is rotated. This requires about one-half

revolution of drum or usually about 8 to 10 feet

(2.4 to 3.1 metres) of ground travel.

To avoid this gap at start of planting, lower the

planter to engage the clutch 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to

3.1 metres) ahead of the starting point.

When turning at the end of the row, do not

disengage the power take-off. Even at reduced

throttle, the air pressure is sufficient for seeds to

remain in the pockets in the drum.

15 lb. (67N) load

3/16" (4.8 mm)
deflection here

10 lb. (45N)load
i

5/8" (15.9 mm);
deflection here/

Front belt Rear belt/
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

RECOMMENDED HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

All hydraulic parts required to operate the planter

lift cylinder and the markers are included in the

basic machine except for the planter lift cylinder.

A double-acting lift cylinder can be used either as a

double-acting or can be converted to single-acting

by use of a breather filter in the rod end port.

Double Acting Planter Lift Cylinder

When a double acting planter lift cylinder is used

the return hose to the tractor should be installed as

follows:

Move the hose clamp from the lower left side of

the hitch tongue to the right hand upper side of

hitch tongue, using the lower of the two

13/32-inch (10.3 mm) square holes. Secure with a

3/8 x 7/8 carriage bolt, lock washer and nut.

NOTE: Make sure there is enough clearance

between hoses and pulleys before starting up the

machine.

Additional parts required for operation



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MARKER OPERATION

1 - Row width

2 - Dimension - 2-1/2 times row width (4-row)

Dimension - 3-1/2 times row width (6-row)

3 - Adjusting bolt (marker disk setting)

4 - Marker disk

Connect the hydraulic hose from the planter to the
lower outlet on the tractor. Move the remote
control lever rearward and fully raise the machine
and markers. If air is trapped in the hoses or
cylinders the system must be bled. To bleed the
system install the storage links (see Storage) and
disconnect the hose from the tractor. Disconnect
the marker hoses at the marker lift cylinders and
fully retract the cylinders. Connect the hoses again

and move the remote control valve lever rearward
until the markers and machine are fully raised.

A CAUTION
Hazardous area - stay clear.

Markers actuate automatically.

MA- 10262
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

The marker operates automatically as the planter is

raised and lowered. The left and right markers raise

and lower alternately. Should the wrong marker

come down when the planter is lowered, raise and

lower the planter a second time which will then

lower the opposite marker.

TRACTOR
VALVES

REQUIREMENTS - CHECK

The planter may be used on tractors with or

without check valves. If the tractor is equipped

with a check valve it must be an alternating type.

This valve allows the marker to float in planting

position and checks the hydraulic line in raised

position. Install the valve by replacing the double

acting check valve with the alternating check valve.

TRACTOR REQUIREMENTS
CONTROL VALVE LEVER

REMOTE

For proper operation of the planter, it is necessary

to use the float position on the remote control

valves. To place the control valve lever in float

position, see your tractor operator's manual.

To Raise the Machine: Move the remote control

valve lever rearward to the raise position until the

machine and markers are fully raised.

RAISING AND LOWERING PLANTER

When raising the planter, the remote control lever

must be held back manually until the planter and

marker are fully raised.

When lowering the planter, with an alternating

check valve on the tractor, the remote control lever

can be put into float position and the lever can be

pushed forward and not held manually.

Locate the caution decal and bracket "A" (inset)

on the square marker tube approximately 5 feet

(1.5 metre) up from the ground, (when the planter

is in the raised position). Decal should be readable

from the end of the planter.

1 - Marker latch in transport position

(right side shown)

2 - Headed pin with Q.A. pin

3 - Marker latch in field operating position

(left side shown)

HITCH SAFETY CHAIN PACKAGE
(OPTIONAL)

When transporting on the highway, it is recom-

mended that a safety chain package with a 10,500

(4763 kg) gross load capacity be used between

tractor and planter.

MA 10160

Attach the safety chains as shown in Illustration.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

TRANSPORTING

1 - Red reflector tape

2 - Amber reflector tape or left front frame
3 - SMV emblem bracket

TRANSPORTING ON PUBLIC ROADS

Before transporting be sure the markers are both
up, and secured with the safety latches.

For safety on the roads and highways:

The tractor should be equipped with an alternating

check valve when transporting the machine any
considerable distance.

Your planter should be equipped with safety

reflective tapes and a slow moving vehicle (SMV)
emblem.

A CAUTION! During transport use safety

chain on the hitch. Use retaining hitch

pin provided with implement.

Red reflective tapes should be affixed to the rear

of the planter at the extreme left and right

projections, and visible from the rear.

Amber reflective tape should be affixed to the

front of the implement at the extreme left pro-

jection, and visible from the front.

The forementioned safety features must not be
obscured from the view of approaching traffic.

When transporting any distance, especially at road

speeds, it is advisable to disengage the wheel drive

chain.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

TRANSPORTING ON PUBLIC ROADS

1 - Transport links

(located on right side of planter)

Chain disconnected for transport.

A planter should not be transported at tractor road

speeds when fully loaded with fertilizer. Fertilizer

may pack solidly in the bottom of the hoppers if

transported in this manner.

NOTE: If the planter is transported with partially

filled fertilizer hoppers, the augers must be

loosened by turning with a wrench before engaging

the clutch. Fertilizer drive damage may result if

this is not done.

Always place the machine in the transport

position.

Drive at a reasonable speed to maintain complete

control of the machine at all times.

Comply with your state and local laws governing

highway safety, and with regulations when moving
machinery on a highway.

The large triangle-shaped S.M.V. (Slow Moving
Vehicle) emblem may be obtained and installed in

the same socket as used for the safety light.

Permanent reflective tapes on the implement must
be kept clean so they are visible at night.

Be sure that all safety lights, tapes and S.M.V.
emblem are wiped clean before transporting.

The S.M.V. reflector emblem should be used at all

times when on public roads.

When attaching transport links, be sure to use pin

"A", from the lift cylinder latch at "B". This is a

safety feature to avoid damaging the lift com-
ponents if lift cylinder should be operated

accidentally when transport links are in position.

These links are not to be used when transporting a

loaded planter.

NOTE: When converting the planter from storage

or transport to operating, always return pin ("A")
to the cylinder latch position as shown.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

STORAGE (Hydraulic Pump)

NOTE: The hydraulic pump must be stored in

position shown.

DRY FERTILIZER UNIT (OPTIONAL)

Row Widths

MA-5507 A

1 - Four-row applicator setting

The fertilizer applicators are clamped to the main

frame front tube and located where the band of

fertilizer will be from 2-1/2 to 6-inches (64 to 152

mm) to the side of the seed row, for proper

positioning of applicators on the planter frame.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

1 - Applicator settings for 6-row, 28 and 30 inch (71 1 and 762 mm) rows

The fertilizer applicators are clamped to the main

frame front tube and located where the bank of

fertilizer will be from 2-1/2 to 6-inches (64 to 152

mm) to the side of the seed row. Proper posi-

tioning of applicators on the planter frame are

shown in the following illustrations.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Seed Center

{ opener 1 line of

y \7 planter \7

Fertilizer

r; P piicato,"i

I
30" Rows (762 mm)

I

Seed Center

F~opener "1 lin « of

y y planter y
Fertilizer

Sapplicator^

I
28" Rows (711 mm)

I_J.

v

I

Fertilizer and seed opener locations.

Six-Row shown

i

Center line

Seed °' planter

J" opener 1

_ Fertilizer

applicator"X~^ applicator "1

tI f

V

I

V

I
28, 34, 36 and 38" Rows (711, 864, 914 and 965 mm)

Seed
opener ~l

.T'
Fertilizer

r
applicator "1

Y

V V

I I
30 and 40" Rows (762 and 1016 mm)

Fertilizer and seed opener locations.

Four-Row adjustable shown.
(Also for Four-Row Convertible)
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

DEPTH SETTING

There are three fertilizer applicator settings;

shallow, deep, and transport position. The depth of

the fertilizer will be approximately 5 inches (127

mm) in the deep setting. To change from shallow

to deep, or deep to shallow setting, lower the

machine completely on a hard surface.

Remove the quick-attachable cotter pin and the

headed pin from upper hole as shown and rotate

the depth adjusting stop 180 degrees. Replace the

headed pin in the upper hole and secure with the

cotter pin.

If fertilizer is not used, the applicators should be in

transport position. To change to transport posi-

tion, lower the machine completely on a 2-1/2-inch

(64 mm) block under the fertilizer opener which

will swing the fertilizer opener up against the wheel

tube. Remove the quick-attachable cotter pin,

headed pin, and depth adjusting stop. Install the

headed pin and the depth adjusting stop in the

lower hole as shown.

1 - Spring anchor

2 - Headed pin with quick-attachable pin

3 - Depth adjusting stop

4 - Drawbar
5 - Transport position

The depth adjusting stop should be placed with the

short end forward. Secure with the quick-

attachable cotter pin. To change from transport to

planting position, lower the planter with a block

under the fertilizer opener which will release

pressure on the stop to allow moving the stop to

the desired position in the upper hole as shown.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Hopper Augers - Six Row Planter

r i
High rote auger - 472 424 Rl
Low rate auger - 472 420 Rl
Extra high rate auger - 483 533 Rl

480 106 Rl

480151 Rl

487 033 Rl

480 107 Rl

480 152 Rl

487 032 Rl

/
472 425 Rl

472 421 Rl

483 534 Rl

484 506 Rl

Part numbers

MA-6491 B

1 - Driving sleeve

2 - Direction of feed

3 - Handle

Auger assembled for right hopper (viewed from the rear)

T
484 507 Rl \
High rate auger - 472 424 Rl
low rate auger - 472 420 Rl
Extra high rate auger - 483 533 Rl

480 106 Rl

480 151 Rl

487 033 Rl

480 107 Rl

480 152 Rl

487 032 Rl

»;:;:" \
/

472 425 Rl /

472 421 Rl Part numbers
483 534 Rl

1 - Driving sleeve

2 - Direction of feed

3 - Handle

Auger assembled for left hoppers (viewed from rear)
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

- Direction of feed -

^ n

Driving sleeve

High rate auger - 472 424 Rl

Low rate auger - 472 420 Rl

Extra high rate auger - 483 533 Rl

Handle

472 425 Rl

472 421 Rl Part numbers

483 534 Rl

Auger assembled for right hoppers

Direction of feed

T "T
J

Handle

High rate auger - 472 424 Rl

Low rate auger - 472 420 Rl

Extra high rate auger - 483 533 Rl

Driving sleeve

472 425 Rl

472 421 Rl

483 534 Rl

Auger assembled for left hopper

Part numbers

Right and left hopper auger assemblies for four-row planter

36, 38 or 40 inch (914, 965 or 1016 mm) rows.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Four-Row Planter with Adjustable Wheel Frame

Driving Sleeve

\
483 533 Rl Handle.

High rate auger - 472 424 Rl

Low rate auger— 472 420 Rl

Extra high rate— 483 533 Rl

483 534 Rl

^P^^S^tS^^k' '-^ŝ f ĝSSŜ M̂
480 106 Rl

480 151 Rl

487 033 Rl

Auger assembled for right hoppei

r
480 107 Rl

480 152 Rl ), part Numbers
487 032 Rl

Spacer

Driving sleeve
/

High rate auger -

Low rate auger—
Extra high rate—

480 106 Rl

480151 Rl

487 033 Rl

480 107 Rl

480 152 Rl

487 032 Rl

472 425 Rl

472 421 Rl

483 534 Rl

Part Numbers

Auger assembled for left hopper
MA-776tB

Right and left hopper auger assemblies for four-row planter for 28, 30, or 34 inch-rows.

Driving sleeve

Extra

high rate auger - 483 533 Rl

High rate auger - 472 424 Rl

low rate auger - 472 420 Rl

Direction of feed

L
Washer

/
Impeller

Handle
t

Direction of feed— 1 I

Direction of ieed
J

Impeller

(

Washer

<:-: -..- ?,<:,,:,:
:

,:•,: :

Handle
J

t I t
487 033 Rl 487 032 Rl 488 997 Rl »

480 106 Rl 480 107 Rl 488 997 Rl part numbers
480 151 Rl 480 152 Rl 488 997 Rl j

Auger assembled for right hopper

Direction of feed

J L

high rate auger - 488 998 Rl 487 033 Rl 487 032 Rl

High rate auger . 488 998 Rl 480 T06 Rl 480 107 Rl
low rate auger - 488 998 Rl 480 151 Rl 480 152 Rl

Driving sleeve

I /

\

483 534 Rl »

472 425 Rl Part numbers
472 421 Rl J

Auger assembled for left hopper

Right and left hopper auger assemblies. Four-row convertible planter.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Range of Distribution

Index to references in illustrations

this page.

1 - Intermediate shaft

2 - Drive shaft

3 - Chain tightener

4 - Snap pins

The quantity of fertilizer put down is determined

by the choice of extra high, high, or low rate

augers, and by the speed at which the augers are

driven. The auger speed may be varied as shown in

the tables by the sprocket "2" on the fertilizer

main drive shaft and the sprocket "1" on the

fertilizer intermediate shaft. As shown.

To cnange the auger speed, first remove chain from

the chain tightener "3" and then determine from

the table which of the sprockets on the fertilizer

main drive shaft and intermediate shaft are to be

used. Remove the pin "4" and install the selected

sprockets making sure the sprockets are aligned,

then place the pin through the hole in the shaft.

Put the drive chain around the selected sprockets

and replace the chain on the chain tightener.

The following tables show the approximate

amount of fertilizer put down per acre (hectare) at

the various auger speeds and by using low, high,

and extra high rate augers. These tables are subject

to many variations and for this reason should be

used as a guide only. The many variations found in

commercial fertilizer make it difficult to determine

definite distribution quantities in all cases.

When the row widths are other than 30 or 40-inch

(762 or 1016 mm), allow for the difference when

calculating pounds per acre as follows:

CONVERSION



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

The fertilizer rate chart was figured for bulk

density of 65 pounds per cubic foot (1 041 kg/m3 ).

Because the dry fertilizer attachment meters vol-

ume and not weight, and because of the differences

between the many brands and analysis of fertilizer,

the weight metered out can vary as much as 100%
from the weight calculated in the following chart.

To check the exact number of pounds of your fer-

tilizer that will actually be delivered for 40-inch

or 30-inch (1016 mm or 762 mm) row spacing,

proceed as follows:

Remove oie delivery tube and tie a bag to the

spout under the hopper. Engage the fertilizer drive

and drive the planter forward for a distance of 130
feet (39.62 metres) for 40-inch (1016 mm) rows or

174 feet (53.04 metres) for 30-inch (762 mm)
rows. Weigh the amount of fertilizer collected in

the bag and multiply the pounds collected by 100
to get the pounds of fertilizer delivered per acre.

For the kilograms of fertilizer delivered per

hectare, weigh the fertilizer collected in the bag
and multiply the number of kilograms collected by
247.

Remove the augers and clean them thoroughly for

reliable operation. Use a wire brush if necessary to

remove any accumulation of fertilizer. Use care

when replacing the augers because they are "right"

and "left" and they will not work if interchanged.

The fertilizer hoppers and the distributing

mechanism must be kept free from corrosion and

impacted fertilizer. It is recommended that the

fertilizer drive system be checked daily for

freedom of rotation.

Care should be taken when filling the fertilizer

hoppers to prevent the spilling of fertilizer on the

throwout clutches. The accumulation of fertilizer

and grease packed in the clutch teeth can cause

clutch and throwout rod breakage, when the

clutch is engaged. It is recommended that the

planter be lowered to prevent the spilling of

fertilizer on the throwout clutches.

Should it become necessary to replace an auger

with new or different sections, give particular

attention to the illustrations under "Hopper
Augers" for the four-row planter, Six-row planter

and the Four-row convertible planter and to the

auger at hand to determine proper assembly. Note
that when properly assembled, the augers will carry

the fertilizer to the outer ends and to the center of

the hopper where it will flow down through the

delivery tubes.

Handling of Fertilizer

Keep fertilizer dry. Do not store it in a damp place.

Most fertilizers readily accumulate moisture and
cause metal to corrode. This corrosion not only
shortens metal life but leads to unnecessary ex-

pense for parts broken because of binding or

"freezing." Deposits of fertilizer will build up in

the hopper and interfere with working parts.

Therefore, the hoppers should be cleaned every

day of use.

A CAUTION: Agricultural chemicals can
be dangerous. Improper selection or use

can injure persons, animals, plants, soils,

or other property. BE SAFE: Select the right

chemicals for the job. Handle and apply it with
care. Follow instructions of the chemical
manufacturer.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Converting Four-Row Convertible To Six-Row

FERTILIZER PARTS TO BE REMOVED

Right front view of four-row convertible.

1 - Remove auger shaft Q.A. cotter in drive sleeve

2 - Remove auger shaft assembly

3 - Remove fertilizer applicator hoses

4 - Remove fertilizer applicators

546 544 Rl 546 544 Rl

Four row convertible

546 595 Rl

546 597 Rl

Center line \f*

JJjL Center line °* drive

JJL- '-

l^vA F°ur wheel

attachment

T*— (62.5-inches (1588 mm)-^
115-inches (2921 mm)

ii im

MOT 546 595 Rl

546 596 Rl

Six row narrow

Position of wheels and wheel arms.

62

546 597 Rl

MA 7360 B



ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

FERTILIZER HOPPERS

ft

1 - Remove plug 2 - Relocate

Bottom rear view of four-row convertible left hopper.

1 - Remove plug 2 - Relocate

Bottom rear view of four-row convertible right hopper.

A t ft ft

Bottom rear view of converted hoppers.

Assemble the new six-row auger.

Refer to left and right auger installation.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

CONVERTING FOUR-ROW CONVERTIBLE TO
SIX-ROW

Seed Release Wheels

MA*$4?9 B

1 - Seed release wheels raised,

locked out and seed drum
removed

2 - Seed manifold plugs

3 - Seed release wheels and axle

1 - Cotter pin

2 - Washer
3 - Spacer
4 -Hub

5 - Wheel and sleeve

assembly

6 - "L" pin

7 - Wheel axle

Six-Row (seed release) wheels shown.

Four-Row (seed release) wheels shown.

Remove plugs from seed manifold and remove the

seed release wheel assembly.

Assemble the six seed release wheel tires onto the
longer sleeve. Reassemble the wheel assembly and
axle as shown.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

Seed Opener Unit

A CAUTION! Use a support (jack stand,

block, etc.) on the outer end as shown
"A" . Then proceed as follows:

When converting the planter it is necessary to

remove the seed delivery tubes and the jockey bars

from the seed opener units.

A CAUTION! To prevent personal injury

always block up the planter at both

front and rear, to prevent the planter

from tipping.

MA 5475

A

1 - Row one seed opener unit

2 - Row two seed opener unit

3 - Planter drive wheel and drive

sprocket

Left rear of four-row convertible planter as a four-row.
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ADJUSTING AND OPERATING

MA 547'6A

1 - Row one seed opener unit

relocated

2 - Row two seed opener unit

relocated as row three seed

opener unit

Planter drive wheel reassembled

on new wheel arms and retocated,

with drive sprockets as shown in

new location

New row unit furnished, assembled
as row two seed opener unit

Left rear of four-row convertible converted to six-row.

After converting the planter as shown secure the

seed opener units and lift rods at row width
desired. See "Row Width Section".

Assemble the new jockey bars at the desired row
width. See "Row Width Section". Note center

jockey bar location.

NOTE: When converting the 4-row convertible to

6-row, it is necessary to use the larger marker disk

rod found in the conversion package. Retain the

original (short) marker disk rod for use when
converting back to 4-row operation.

Readjust the marker length as required (refer to

"Marker Operation").

CONVERTING FOUR-ROW CONVERTIBLE TO
SIX-ROW

Assemble the fertilizer applicator as shown under
"Dry Fertilizer Unit Row Widths".

Connect all fertilizer hoses to the hoppers and to
the applicators.

Install seed delivery tubes into seed opener units.

See "Seed Delivery Tube" Section for proper tube
placement.
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SETTING UP

Remove all wires and arrange the parts con

veniently.

A CAUTION! Be careful when cutting

wires and steel bands as they are under

tension and will spring back when cut.

Typ« 8 A~maoA

Lubricate all moving parts as you proceed, and see

that they work freely.

Bolts must be used in the holes in which they are

found, or in the parts to which they are attached,

unless otherwise directed.

Whenever the terms "left" and "right" are used, it

should be understood to mean from a position

behind and facing the machine.

Type 5 bolts furnished with the machine are

identified by three radial lines on the head.

Type 8 bolts furnished with the machine are

identified by six radial lines on the head.

Bolts without radial lines are type one bolts.

When Tightening bolts, they should be torqued to

the proper number of foot-pounds (Newton-

metres) as indicated in the table unless otherwise

specified.

When assembling this machine, start at the begin-

ning of the setting up instructions and follow the

sequence of steps for each assembly.

BOLT TORQUE IN FOOT POUNDS AND NEWTON METRES (Metric equivalents are shown in parentheses)

To obtain the torque for UNPLATED BOLTS, multiply the plated bolt torque by 1.17

PLATED BOLTS UNDER 6 INCHES (152 mm) IN LENGTH

Bolt



SETTING UP

NOTE: The following instructions are for the four

and six-row planters. Some illustrations show a

four-row planter; however, the instructions pertain

to both models.

STEP 1. UNLOADING THE PLANTER

Chain pickup with hoist

or boom truck

Note: Keep chain clear

of seed drum

Pull off with chain

around pallet deck

board

A CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be careful when
cutting wires and steel bands as they are under

tension and will spring back when cut.
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SETTING UP

STEP 2. PLANTER SUPPORTED BY CHAIN HOIST

Chain hoist

MA-6498A
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SETTING UP

STEP 3. HITCH, MARKER AND WHEELS

.
-

Remove
hitch assembly

A
Remove markers, hitch assembly, and wheels and
set aside.

CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be careful when
cutting wires and steel bands as they are under
tension and will spring back when cut.
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SETTING UP

STEP 4. TRANSPORT LINKS AND WHEEL TUBE ASSEMBLY

1

Pin transport links

to secure axle

MA-4500 9
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SETTING UP

STEP 5. DRIVE WHEELS AND TIRES

Mount tires on wheels
then install on hubs

Remove
power-take-off

package
MA-6502 A

A CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be
careful when cutting wires and steel

bands as they are under tension and will

spring back when cut.

NOTE: If the planter is to be equipped with the

dry fertilizer attachment, the drive and wheels

must be installed at this time. Install all drive

(including the four-wheel attachment) (if so

equipped) and associated parts on the wheel arms.
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STEP 6. WHEEL AXLE

SETTING UP

Wheel Wheel
arm

Chain tightener > Wheel
arm r\ \ arm

Ball bearing

Washer
25/32 x 1-1/8 x 16 ga.

ezzW\
' Retaining

Wheel drive'

MA 4433 B Wheel hub sprocket Wear washer

546 544 Rl

tj
;

d~

546 596 Rl 546 596 Rl-^

Center line

of planter

546 595 Rl

546 596 R

/
546 595 Rl

546 597 Rl
/

78-inches (1981 mm)

Four row convertible

m Im

Center line

546 544 Rl

Mill"!!! (f TlJL Center line

3T

TCI'
tm

Four wheel

attachment
|

h— (62.5-inches (1588 mm)
115-inches (2921 mm)

546 595 Rl

546 596 Rl

Six row narrow

\
546 595 Rl

546 597 Rl

MA 7360 B
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SETTING UP

STEP 6. WHEEL AXLE (Continued)

Four-Row Adjustable Planter Wheel Frame and
Drives

78.42-inches(1992 mm

Wheel assembly "B

Center line

Wheel assembly "A"

Center line

36, 38 or 40 inch (914, 965 or 1016 mm) rows

When going from wide rows to narrow rows, the

wheel assemblies, with drives, must be inter-

changed as shown.
28, 30 or 34 inch (711, 762 or 864 mm) rows.
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SETTING UP

STEP 7. WHEEL FRAMES, CHAINS, AND SPROCKETS

Six-row planter shown (left rear).

Six-row planter wheel frame arms are bolted to the

inside of the frame arm bracket.

Chains and sprockets are required on all wheels

when the planter is equipped with dry fertilizer

attachment.

Chains and sprockets are only required on the left

wheel(s) on planters without dry fertilizer

attachment.

NOTE "A": Refer to Step 17 "Seed Delivery

Tube" setting.
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SETTING UP

STEP 8. POSITIONING THE PLANTER _

MA-6506 B

Using a loader or hoist and chain, ease the planter

over on the main drive wheels. It should rest on the

front of the skid and main drive wheels.

NOTE: After the planter has been set down and
supported, remove wires and pallet, remove the

seed drum (as shipped) and reassemble with the

large disk on the outside of drum end as shown.
Discard flat washer under the bolt head (used for

shipping only).

A CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be care-

ful when cutting wires and steel bands as

they are under tension and will spring

back when cut.

NOTE: When shipped from factory the seed

cut-off brush has been wired down to prevent

damage to the brush and should be released when
the planter is set up.
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SETTING UP

STEP 9. PRESS WHEEL AND JOCKEY BAR

Upper and lower press wheel
adjustment Quick-attachable

cotter pins

Cut wires and lower furrow
opener drawbars one at a time.

Use caution to prevent press wheel
and drawbar units from falling.

Cotter pin

Upper set collar

Unit Lift rods and
pressure / Set collars

spring /( see note )

Unbolt jockey bars

If the planter is to be equipped with a double

pressure spring attachment on the row unit, do
not install the center jockey bar on the lift rods.

The center jockey bar must be installed at the rear

of the planter unit behind the seed drum.

IMPORTANT: Be sure the seed drum clears the

jockey bar when the planter is lowered.

MA-6507 C

NOTE: Before installing the inner row lift rods

into the frame, remove the cotter pins, set collars

and pressure springs, then install the center jockey
bar on the lift rods as shown. See Step 7.

A CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be
careful when cutting wires and steel

bands as they are under tension and will

spring back when cut.
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SETTING UP

STEP 9. PRESS WHEEL AND JOCKEY BAR (Continued)

NOTE: SAFETY PROCEDURE

1. Remove upper and lower quick attachable cotter

pins for press wheel adjustment. Allow press

wheels to drop to lowest position and insert cotter

above press wheel lug. This will lock press wheel in

lowest possible position.

2. Before installing the inner row lift rods into

frame, install the center jockey bar as shown in

step 7.

3. Insert the unit lift rod for each unit into the

hole in the rear rail, install the upper set collar and

cotter pin for each lift rod. Do not tighten set

collar. Spread the cotter pin.

4. Allow each unit to rest on the upper set collar

and cotter pin then adjust the lower set collar and

unit pressure spring upward until the spring presses

against the underside of the rail. This will support

the machine and keep it from tipping too far to the

rear when raising the front of the planter as shown

in Step 11.

STEP 10. REMOVING FROM SKID

MA-6508

A CAUTION! Wear safety glasses! Be

careful when cutting wires and steel

bands as they are under tension and will

spring back when cut.
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SETTING UP

STEP 11. PLANTER IN UPRIGHT POSITION

ma 650? a Support stands Support stand 1n0

NOTE: Follow Procedure below

1. Raise front of planter until planter rests on press

wheels and main drive wheels.

2. Install hitch. See step 12.

3. When storing planter in a raised position, always

lower row units (at least two rows) to the full

extent of the lift rod so that the units will serve as

a support to keep the planter from tipping to the

rear.

4. When the hydraulic lift cylinder is in place the

planter should always be lowered before dis-

connecting from the tractors.

A CAUTION! To prevent personal injury

always block up the planter at both
front and rear to prevent the planter

from tipping.
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SETTING UP

STEP 12. HITCH, JACK, 8-GROOVE PULLEY, AND BELT

Hitch

assembly

Jack

MA 7372 A

Remove protective tape from
pulleys, then install belt

15lb.(67N)load
3/16" (4.8mm)
deflection here

Planter equipped with a PTO blower drive.

NOTE: The lower pulley must be installed on shaft

and aligned with upper pulley. (Pulley supplied in

completing package for 540 or 1000 r.p.m.). Use
1/4 x 3-inch (6.3 x 76 mm) long key in pulley,

secure with set screw. Install pulleys furnished

(found in separate package). Large pulley (12-inch

(305 mm) diameter for 540 r.p.m.) or small pulley

(6.1-inch (155 mm) for 1000 r.p.m.).
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SETTING UP

STEP 13. PLANTER HYDRAULIC DRIVE CONNECTIONS

Pressure hose

to motor

(hose length 180-inches)

(4572 mm)

Hose connection marker

alternator to hitch

(hose length 114-inches)

(2896 mm)

Hose connection,

hydraulic cylinder

to marker alternator MA <S6S?. B

Front view of planter lift cylinder and hydraulic connection.
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SETTING UP

STEP 14. HYDRAULICS
RECOMMENDED HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

All hydraulic parts required to operate the planter

lift cylinder and the markers are included in the

basic machine except for the planter lift cylinder.

Additional parts required for operation

A double-acting lift cylinder can be used either as a

double-acting or can be converted to single-acting

by use of a breather filter in the rod end port.



SETTING UP

STEP 14. HYDRAULICS
CYLINDERS AND HOSES

1 - To rod end of double-acting cylinder

2 - To piston end of double-acting cylinder

3 - Not used with single-acting cylinder

1 - Rod end of cylinder

2 - Piston end of cylinder

3 - Breather

Double-acting cylinder converted to a

single-acting planter lift cylinder

Single Acting Planter Lift Cylinder

Connect the hydraulic hose to the lower outlet on

tractor.

Double Acting Planter Lift Cylinder

Connect the hydraulic hose from the piston end of

cylinder to the alternator, to the lower outlet on

tractor. Connect the hydraulic hose from the rod

end of the cylinder to the upper outlet on tractor.

When a double acting planter lift cylinder is used
the return hose to the tractor should be installed as

follows:

Move the hose clamp from the lower left side of

the hitch tongue to the right hand upper side of

hitch tongue, using the lower of the two 13/32
(10.3 mm) square holes. Secure with a 3/8 x 7/8
carriage bolt, lock washer and nut.

NOTE: Make sure there is enough clearance be-

tween hoses and pulleys before starting up the

machine.
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SETTING UP

STEP 14. HYDRAULICS
CYLINDERS AND HOSES - Continued

Double - acting

cylinder converted to

single - acting

Union

9 410 204

^\To lower port

on tractor

«*=*

Marker
cylinder

MA-6568^

Exploded view of cylinders, hoses, and connecting parts.

NOTE: Installation of O-rings is very critical,

therefore exercise care when installing them. Prior

to installation, dip the O-ring in IH Hy-Tran fluid.

Be careful that the ring grooves or bores are free of

chips and dirt.

O-rings that show a defect or scratch should not be
used.
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SETTING UP

STEP 14. HYDRAULICS
CYLINDERS, HOSES AND MARKER ALTERNATOR

Six-row planter with single-acting cylinder.

NOTE: When using either a 3-1/2 x 8-inch

(89 x 203 mm) double acting or single acting

cylinder, replace elbow with union 9 410 204 as

shown in hydraulic schematic on preceding page.
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SETTING UP

STEP 15. MARKERS

Tube
assembly

MA5527A

Hydraulic

cylinder

Connect

hydraulic

hose

Truss

rod

Install the marker arms to the lugs on the planter

side sheets as shown. Install the single-acting

cylinders and connect the hoses.

NOTE: The hydraulic cylinders are installed for

shipping in an upside down position. They must be

installed as shown, before placing the planter in

operation.

STEP 16. PLANTER STEP
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SETTING UP

STEP 17. SEED DELIVERY TUBE SETTING

Delivery tube

2-inches(51

Delivery tube clamped in position.

Shown on runner opener.

NOTE: Check seed deflector chain links, and make

sure they are not stuck together or stuck to side of

shoe.

NOTE: Seed Delivery Tubes must be carefully

installed after they have reached room temperature

(approximately 70° F.) (21° C) to avoid crimping.

A crimped tube must be replaced or seed spacing

will be affected. If necessary to enlarge the end of

seed delivery tuoe, submerge approximately two

inches of one end of the tube in boiling water for

15 seconds. Remove from water and press the end

of the tube over 1.030 (26.162 mm) diameter tool

and allow to cool to room temperature before

removing tool.

Without planter monitor ma-7762

Delivery tube clamped in position.

Shown on double disk opener.

Refer to the Adjusting and Operating Section of

this manual for the seed delivery tube length and
location.
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SETTING UP

STEP 17. SEED DELIVERY TUBE SETTING - Continued

Delivery tube Delivery tube

Clamp

Seed tube

retainer

With planter monitor Without planter monitor **"«

NOTE: Refer to your planter monitor manual.
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SETTING UP

STEP 17. SEED DELIVERY TUBE SETTING - Continued

SEED TUBE AIR DIFFUSER INSTALLATION

1. Cut the seed tube approximately 25 to

50-inches (635 to 1270 mm) from the lower end.

Use a hacksaw to assure a square cut. Always

install the air diffuser in a straight section of the

seed tube rather than in a curved portion of the

tube.

2. Remove all internal burrs from both pieces of

the seed tube.

3. Place an end of each seed tube section into each

end of the air diffuser. Note the arrow on the

diffuser for the air flow direction, and position as

shown in illustration. Secure the air diffuser to

both pieces of the seed tube with clamps provided.

See illustration.

Seed delivery tube

Clamps
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SETTING UP

STEP 18. POWER TAKE-OFF DRIVE
_

NOTE: Shield removed to show pin. Never operate
machine without all shields in place.

Connect P T O drive shaft
|

using 1/4 x 1-1/2 inch

square key and headed pin MA -44530

STEP 19. STORAGE AFTER SETTING UP

A CAUTION! To prevent personal injury,

the planter must be stored as follows:

Planters with the hydraulic lift cylinder installed:

Always lower the machine to the ground to
prevent tipping to the rear.

When storing the planter in a raised position on
planters without the hydraulic lift cylinder
installed, the individual planter units must be
lowered to serve as support members. Precede as
follows:

1. Pin the press wheels in the lowest possible
setting.

2. Loosen the upper set collar on the planting unit
lift rods and allow the units to lower to the full

length of the lift rod. Loosen the lower set collar

and adjust the collar and pressure spring against the
under side of the rear rail. Secure lower set collar.

Do not secure upper set collar. Allow the planting
unit to rest on upper set collar and cotter pin. The
planting units will restrict the motion. Should the
planter have a tendency to tip to the rear,

additional supports can be placed under the rear

rail.
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OPTIONAL EQOIPMENT

DISK COVERING ATTACHMENT

1. Attach the coverer bracket to inside of the press

wheel rail.

2. Bolt pressure and depth rod bracket to outside

of press wheel drawbar.

3. Height of disks are controlled by the upper

collar.

4. Lateral position is controlled by positioning set

collar on arm pivot.

DISK APPLICATORS

Disk

applicator

'

Six row - right side

For proper placement of the disk applicators, refer NOTE: The disk applicator casting must be between

to Adjusting and Operating. the planter drawbar and the applicator drawbar.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

DRY FERTILIZER UNIT

Auger Drive

Front view - Seed hopper removed for clarity.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Fertilizer Drive Outside Chain Tightener and Sprockets

Auger
drive shaft,

bearing with

bushing WA5503A

Right side view.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Fertilizer Drive Inside Chain Tightener, Chain and Sprockets

MB-159 B

Rear view - Seed hopper removed for clarity.

NOTE: When installing the inner drive; be sure
that the cotter (shear device) is in front sprocket
(15-tooth, toward the nitch) and drilled pin (uses

two cotters) in the rear sprocket (12-tooth).
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Fertilizer Drive Clutch and Sprockets

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Remove cotter pin

to release spring

pressure

( Spring pin

Washer

MA 5545 A

Clutch control

i

Note: upper notch

is used

Reassemble

spring assembly

Set s£
_ collar
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Right front four-row.

WV MA-SS47

^Assemble bearing

support

Right front four-row convertible.

Assemble chains

Assemble bearing

supports

Right front six-row shown with four-wheel drive.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

FERTILIZER HOPPER

Four-Row Adjustable Frame Planter

m
*>



OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Hopper saddle illustration shows the location of

supports to the rear frame angle. 28-inch through
38-inch (711 through 965 mm) rows uses one
setting, on 40-inch (1016 mm) entire hopper and
supports move toward the planter center (1-inch)

(25.4 mm). The auger coupler has two holes to

accommodate this change.

pad under
square washer
(4 row only)

Rubber pad under
steel strips

Right hopper for 36, 38 or 40 inch (914, 965 or 1016 mm) rows - Interior view.

C™V Add housing /—

g

/ / Remove housing V %

cover

MA7769A

Right hopper for 28, 30 or 34 inch (711, 762 or 864 mm) rows - Interior view.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Outer bolt on each side

requires spacer

A5S32A

Six-row right side shown.

For proper auger installation into the right and left

hopper refer to Adjusting and Operating.

FERTILIZER HOPPER AUGER

1 - Install auger shaft Q.A. cotter in drive sleeve

2 - Install auger shaft assembly
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

FERTILIZER HOPPER

Rubber pad and steel

strip inside

Six-row hopper shown, exterior view.

Front

Rubber pad
under sleet straps

MA 102/2

Six-row hopper shown, interior view.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

PLATFORM

Platform

Platform

J
%"

Support

^^**-
hi

MA-55J0

OUTSIDE SCRAPERS

Double Disk Fertilizer Opener

PLATFORM AND EXTRA STEP

1 - Step 2 - Platform

The step and platform are used as a safe and easy

method for filling the hoppers. (The platform is

not used with liquid fertilizer.)

1 - Bolt the scraper blades to the applicator boots.

Include the washer and coil spring on the bolt,

turning the nuts down against the spring to hold

the blades lightly against the disks.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

DISK FURROWING ATTACHMENT SEED FIRMING WHEEL

MA4477 A _

1. First remove one disk.

2. Bolt the disk assembly to the row unit frame
and to the runner standard, using the bolts
furnished. Replace the disk previously removed.

3. Locate the disk bracket bolts in the standard to
raise or lower the disk in relation to the runner.

FOR USE WITH RUNNER OPENERS

The disk furrowing attachment is designed to
permit a more uniform planting depth in rough
seed beds to place the seed deeper into firm, moist
soil. The distance from the bottom of the disk
blades to the bottom of the runner heel is the
depth of planting. The depth of the furrow cut by
the disks is regulated by the press wheel depth
adjustment on the planter.

Locate the disk bracket bolts in the standard to
raise or lower the disk in relation to the runner.

MA-4478B

For Use with Runner Opener Only (Procedure).

1. Attach the seed firming wheel.

2. Hook the spring to a cotter pin located in one of
the three holes in the arm, then use a cotter pin
thru the side sheet as shown. Use a cotter to
connect the spring to the arm. Use the hole in the
arm which gives the desired wheel pressure. The
end hole gives the most pressure.

FOR USE WITH RUNNER OPENER

The seed firming wheel attachment is available to
press the seed firmly into the moist soil to assure
better seed germination.

Moving the cotter pin holding the spring in the
wheel arm provides pressure adjustment. Use the
hole in the arm which gives the desired wheel
pressure. The end hole provides the least pressure.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

DEPTH BAND ATTACHMENT

MA-227 C

1 - Special head bolts

2 - Depth band
3 - Scrapers

4 - Scraper bolt with regular

nut and jam nut

1. Insert the special head bolts through the slots in

the disk, turn the bolts 1/4 turn, install filler

washers and tighten the nuts.

2. Attach the depth band to the bolts previously

installed.

3. Install the scrapers (special) and set them to bear

lightly against the bands. See that the disks are free

to turn.

4. Bolt 1/2 x 2-1/2-inch, 1/2-inch jam nut

(outside), 1/2-inch nut (inside Hex. slot). Same

parts for bother right and left sides.

Gauging bands are available for 3/4, 1, 1-1/4,

1-1/2, 1-3/4, or 2-1/4-inch (19, 25, 32, 38, 44, or

57 mm) planting depths. Such a gauging means is

most valuable where the unit must follow uneven

ground. Do not carry too much weight on the press

wheel. There must be enough weight on the disk

opener to allow it to drop into sudden depressions

in the field, but not so much as to allow excessive

depth in soft or loose spots or to allow the press

wheel to slip.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

BLADE COVERING ATTACHMENT DRUM MONITOR

Depth adjusting set collar

Spring pressure

adjusting

Set collars
MA-&529

Blade coverers

Note that a pair of right and left units may be used
with each row unit as shown; however, one coverer
may be used on each row unit if desired.

The coverers are bolted to the attaching brackets
for lateral adjustment.

Be sure the blade (or disks) clear the press wheels
during operation.

Monitor arm

#
MA-10819
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

MONITOR

yi INTERNATIONAL^
i

Seed Flow Monitor.

Seed Flow Monitor gives immediate warning if any

row plugs or fails to plant.

NOTE: Sensors for the Seed Flow Monitor on the

Cyclo planters are identified by an IH symbol on

the sensor body. These sensors must not be used

with the Digital Cyclomitor Monitor. The Seed

Flow Monitor however, can use either the Seed

Flow sensors or the Cyclomitor sensors.

Digital Cyclomitor.

Digital Cyclomitor seed sensing monitor progres-

sively scans each row, indicating population

accuracy. If any row plugs or fails to plant

immediate warning is given.

MA-10161

-Seed Flow Monitor Sensor.

MA 10162

Digital Cyclomitor Sensor.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

GAUGE WHEEL ATTACHMENT

(For double disk and runner opener units).

The gauge wheel attachment is used to control the
planting depth.

BLADE (SPRING MOUNTED) COVERING
ATTACHMENT

A new covering attachment for use with the gauge
wheels providing better seed covering.

NOTE: Current covering attachments (both blade
and disk) cannot be used with the gauge wheels.

PRESS WHEEL PRESSURE SPRING ATTACH-
MENT

The press wheel spring attachment is recommended
for use with the gauge wheel to provide down
pressure on the press wheel and permit flexible
action of the press wheel thus allowing the wheel
to independently follow the contour of the
ground.

This attachment is also recommended for units
without granular chemicals.

DRAWBAR EXTENSION PACKAGE

The drawbar extension moves the planter unit
rearward to provide clearance for the gauge wheels.
All the center drawbars on the current planters are
equipped with the longer drawbars. NOTE: Only
the outer rows require this extension.

MA-11S04

1 - Gauge wheel attachment
2 - Blade (spring mounted)

covering attachment

3 - Press wheel pressure

spring attachment
4 - Drawbar extension package
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

DIRT SHIELD (FOR GAUGE WHEEL - INCLUDED IN PACKAGE)

MA-11675B

1 - Bearing assembly

2 -Rim (2)

3 - Hex-Soc-Hd set screw, 3/8 x 3/8-inch

4 - Spring clip (4)

5 - Zero pressure tire, 4 x 12-inch

6 - Hex. head bolt, 5/16 x 3/4-inch (7)

7 - Frame
8 - Hex. flange nut 5/16-18 (7)

9 - Disk shield

MA 11676a

1 - Dirt shield

2 - Zero pressure tire 4 x 12-inch
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

RUBBER PRESS WHEEL TIRES

Semi-pneumatic rubber tires are of special value for
use in sticky soil. The constant flexing action of
these tires serve to keep them clean. The wheel
scrapers used with steel press wheels cannot be
used with rubber tires. The tires available are
shown below. Flat traction tread tires are regular.

NOTE: For easier installation, use tire soap on the
tire and rim.

4x16 Chevron Tread 4x16 Special Ribbed
(102 x406 mm) (102 x406 mm)

A-74S09

4x16 Concave Smooth 7x16 Crowned Smooth
(102 x406 mm) (178 x406 mm)

Open Center Press Wheel

7x16 Crowned Traction
(178 x406 mm)

MA-im

7 x 16 Dual Rib Traction
(178 x406 mm)

7x16 Center Rib Traction
(178 x406 mm)
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LUBRICATION

Always lubricate the planter thoroughly before

taking it to the field. Use a pressure lubricating

gun.

Be sure all fittings are free from dirt and paint so

the lubricant is certain to enter the bearing.

Always force the lubricant through the full length

of each bearing until it emerges at the end, carrying

with it the worn lubricant and any dirt that may

have entered the bearing.

Miscellaneous working parts not provided with

lubrication fittings should be oiled daily with a

good grade of lubricating oil.

Lubricant is cheap. Use plenty of it. Worn parts

can be expensive to replace.

It is recommended that all drive chains be temporarily

removed at the beginning of each planting season and

immersed in a container of light machine oil for 24

hours to assure trouble free operation.

Keep your supply of lubricating oil and grease stored in clean containers, and

covered to protect from dust and dirt.

Keep the lubricating gun nozzle clean and wipe dirt from grease fittings

before lubricating.

The symbols in the illustrations indicate the

method of application and the hourly intervals to

apply the lubricant.

Coat the seed drum seal wear surface at

hourly intervals shown with the special

graphite lubricant available from your

International Harvester dealer. For best results,

apply the lubricant with a two-inch wide paint

roller, or spray can. Allow the graphite lubricant to

dry completely before installing the seed drum.

Spray alternator mechanism at hourly

intervals shown with the special

Graphite Lubricant available from your

International Harvester dealer.
TD

/—>. Use a pressure lubricating gun and appl',

^K IH 251 EP grease (or equivalent #2

V J multi-purpose lithium grease) sufficient

tolfufsh out the old grease and dirt. Lubricate at

hourly intervals indicated on symbols.

a Use oil can at hourly intervals shown on

symbols. All spring loaded chain tigheners

(two with fertilizer attachment and two

with seed drum drive) are provided with oil holes,

which must be oiled daily.
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LUBRICATION

MA5553C

MA-SS33Q
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LUBRICATION

son

*A^44*2C

Oil both hydraulic cylinder pins (one on each end).
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SEASON

1. Clean planter thoroughly. Be sure there are no
obstructions in the runner or double disk openers
in the row unit seed tubes or in seed chute from
hopper to drum or air by-pass tube. If a row unit
seed tube is collapsed, remove and replace only
with tubing secured from your authorized Inter-
national Harvester dealer.

2. Check and tighten all nuts and bolts. Replace
any worn or broken parts.

3. Remove all rust from blower belt drive pulleys
and idlers by wire brushing then install belts. If

rust preventative has been used on pulleys at
storage time, pulleys must be clean and dry before
installing belts (See Belt Tightener Adjustment.)
Do not use any type of belt or pulley dressings.

4. If dry fertilizer augers were oiled when the
planter was stored, wipe all parts dry.

5. Inflate tires to

mendation.
tire manufacturer's recom-

6. Lubricate planter thoroughly. See Lubrication
Section.

7. Remove the seed drum and apply a coating of
graphite lubricant to the wear surface where the
drum seal makes contact. Use only the special
graphite lubricant available from your Inter-
national Harvester dealer. Allow graphite to dry
completely before installing the seed drum.

8. Check all hydraulic connections periodically.

9. Change hydraulic pump oil filter at the be-
ginning of each season. See hydraulic pump filter
and reservoir section.

Care should be taken when tightening the hose
connections to prevent twisting. If a hose appears
twisted, straighten it out immediately because it

may burst under high operating pressures.

Efficient operation of any hydraulic system de-
pends to a large extent on CLEAN FLUID. Always
be careful when servicing the hydraulic system to
prevent dirt or foreign material from entering.

NOTE: Proper servicing before operating is the
best insurance for operating satisfaction.

Installation of O-rings is very critical, therefore
exercise care when installing them. Prior to instal-
lation, dip the O-ring in IH HY-Tran fluid. Be
careful that the ring grooves or bores are free of
chips and dirt.

O-rings that show a defect or scratch should not be
used.

BEFORE STORING PLANTER AT THE END OF
THE SEASON

1. Remove all seed from the seed hopper, seed
chute, and seed drum.

2. If planter is equipped with a dry fertilizer
attachment, clean the fertilizer hoppers and
openers thoroughly. Clean and wash the rubber
tubes. Clean the augers and coat with oil.

3. Remove the two blower drive belts and store in
a cool dry place (PTO Blower Drive). If planter is

equipped with hydraulic blower drive, store pump
on planter hitch.

4. Clean and lubricate the planter and inspect for
worn or broken parts. Replace needed parts at
once to avoid delay at next planting season.

5. If planter is equipped with granular chemical
attachment, clean the inside of the hoppers and
feed mechanism thoroughly. See Granular
Chemical Operator's Manual.

6. If hydraul Jc lift cylinders are to be removed for
storage, be sure to use planter transport links.
Failure to do so will result in damage to marker
alternating mechanism.

7. If markers are left in place for storage, be sure to
lock in upright position with marker transport
latches.

8. Raise seed release wheels to storage position.

9. Store planter inside, protected from the
weather.
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HYDRAULIC PUMP FILTER REPLACEMENT

HYDRAULIC PUMP FILTER AND RESERVOIR

(1000 RPM PUMP)
Replacement of Filter Element

It is necessary to remove the reservoir ("1") from

the pump in order to change the filter. See

assembly instructions.

To drain most of the fluid from the pump reservoir

it is suggested that the following procedure be

followed:

A. Disconnect the pressure line ("2"), from the

planter at the pump and allow the pump to drain

into a suitable drain pan (1 gallon (3.8 litre)

minimum).

B. Disconnect return line ("3"), from reservoir.

C. Remove the two flat sealing washers, spacers

and nuts ("4") from the studs. Then remove the

studs.

D. Tap the reservoir with the palm of the hand so

that it rotates slightly around the pump body.

Carefully rock the reservoir back and forth

removing it from the pump. DO NOT USE ANY
TOOL TO PRY THE RESERVOIR OFF! Some

residual fluid will spill from the reservoir when

removed from the pump.

1 - Hydraulic oil reservoir

2 - Pressure line

3 - Return line

4 - Sealing washers, spacers

and nuts

5 - Internal flow control valve
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HYDRAULIC PUMP FILTER REPLACEMENT

Assembly Instructions

After the reservoir has been removed from the
pump, place the reservoir face up on a work bench.
NOTE: The filter element "1"

is positioned hori-
zontally in the upper reservoir. The filter is

supported on one end by the cap, which in turn is

supported by the return tube that projects inside
the reservoir. The filter element can be removed by
hooking the spring with a screw driver or other
convenient tool and pulling the spring and filler

downward into the large opening (taking care not
to permanently deform the spring). Replace the
filter by reversing the removal procedure except
use the fingers to feed the spring in place with the
filter.

Be sure that the spring is properly positioned into
the detent provided on the side of the reservoir.

1 - Hydraulic oil filter

Install the two attaching studs finger tight (1-10 ft.

lbs. torque) (1.4 to 13.6 N-m) into the pump.
Assemble a new sealing washer over each stud.
Install a new O-ring at the O.D. of the pump. It is

suggested that grease be applied around the O-ring
prior to assembling the reservoir to the pump.
Position the reservoir over the two studs and then
push the reservoir forward over the O-ring on the
O.D. of the pump. Be sure that the reservoir is

positioned evenly and completely forward before
securing with the external sealing washers, spacers,
and retaining nuts. Tighten retaining nuts to 20-30
ft. lbs. torque (27 to 41 N'm).

Filling the Reservoir

After the reservoir has been reinstalled on the
pump, and both hose lines have been attached, use
the following procedure for recharging the system
with fluid.

A. Fill the reservoir with recommended I.H. No. 1

Engine Oil (SAE 30).

B. Start the tractor engine at idle speed, engage
P.T.O., and let run for a couple minutes. Disengage
P.T.O. and refill reservoir.

The hydraulic fluid reservoir provides fluid for the
hydraulic system.

Replace the filter before each season of operation.

NOTE: Never operate the hydraulic system with
the fluid level low. Keep the fluid 2 inches below
the cap.

COUPLING REMOVAL AND ASSEMBLY

In the event it is necessary to remove the drive
coupling from the pump, care should be exercised
to prevent damage to the internal pump parts. To
remove the coupling, back out the coupling
retaining bolt approximately 1/2-inch (13 mm).
Then, while holding the pump up by the coupling,
gently tap on the head of the bolt. The coupling is

a slip-fit, keyed to the pump shaft and should be
easy to remove. NOTE: Do not use a puller type
tool on the coupling; also never exert a force on
the end of the pump shaft in either direction.
When reassembling the coupling onto the shaft, be
careful that the woodruff key does not slip out of
the keyway and up behind the coupling when it is

positioned onto the shaft. NOTE: There is a slight
press fit between the coupling and the shaft for
about the last 1/8-inch (3.2 mm) engagement on
the shaft. Tighten the coupling retaining bolt to
pull the coupling in place.
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Part

Coupling retaining bolt

with 5/16-inch bolt

with 1/2-inch nut

Pump mounting plate bolts

Discharge fitting

Relief valve cap

Studs - reservoir mounting

Nuts, reservoir mounting

HYDRAULIC PUMP FILTER REPLACEMENT

BOLT TIGHTENING SPECIFICATIONS (1000 R.P.M.)

Torque

15 -20 ft. lbs. (20 to 27 N-m)
53 -60 ft. lbs. (72 to 81 N-m)

Very important

30 -40 ft. lbs. (41 to 54 N-m)

30 -40 ft. lbs. (41 to 54 N-m)

40 -55 ft. lbs. (54 to 75 N-m)

1 - 10 ft. lbs. (1.4 to 13.5 N-m) (Finger Tight)

20 - 30 ft. lbs. (27 to 41 N-m)

HYDRAULIC PUMP (8.0 G.P.M.) (30.2 litre/min)

OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT AND RESERVOIR
FOUR-ROW, SIX-ROW AND EIGHT-ROW

(540 R.P.M. Pump)

Replacement of oil filter.

It is necessary to drain the oil in reservoir from the

pump in order to change the oil filter.

To drain most of the oil from the pump reservoir it

is suggested that the following procedure be

followed:

A. Disconnect the pressure line and the return line

from the planter at the pump. ("6" and "8",

See illustration).

B. Remove the pump (with attached parts) from

the tractor.

C. Remove the filler cap ("1", see illustration)

turn the pump over to allow the oil to drain

from the reservoir into a suitable pan.

D. Remove (spin off) the oil filter allowing

additional oil to drain.

E. Replace with a new oil filter (spin on) and

tighten by hand.

F. Fill the pump reservoir (see instructions -

"Filling the reservoir") and replace filler cap.

MA- 11 000

1 - Filler cap

2 - Hose 25 inches (635 mm)
3 - Oil filter

4 - Arrows (flow direction)

5 - Hydraulic pump and reservoir

6 - Pressure line to hydraulic motor

7 - Flow control valve

8 - Return line from oil cooler
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HYDRAULIC PUMP FILTER REPLACEMENT

Filling the Reservoir

Use the following procedure for recha-^!r. the
system with fluid.

A. Fill the reservoir with recommended Hy-Tran
fluid.

B. Start the tractor engine at idle speed, engage
P.T.O., and let run for a couple minutes.
Disengage P.T.O. and refill reservoir.

The hydraulic fluid reservoir provides fluid for the
hydraulic system.

Replace the filter before each season of operation.

NOTE: Never operate the hydraulic system with
the fluid level low. Keep the fluid level at the
"FULL" mark on the dip stick.

HYDRAULIC HOSE CONNECTIONS

(540 and 1000 R.P.M. Pump)

When connecting the hoses to the pump, tubing,
etc., always use one wrench to keep the hose from
twisting and another wrench to tighten the union.
Excessive twisting will shorten hose life.

NOTE: See your International Harvester dealer for
dismantling any major hydraulic components.

HYDRAULIC COOLING SYSTEM

1 - Cooler 2 - Cooler shield

The oil cooler is a separate mounted unit. Hy-
draulic fluid in the system is circulated through the
cooler, keeping the fluid at a safe operating
temperature.

Check the oil cooler daily, and if necessary, clean
with a whisk broom, brush, or forced air.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Mechanical Problems and Their Probable Causes

Most planter trouble are caused by improper adjustment. When you

encounter trouble in the field, make a systematic check of all planter

adjustments. Checking and correcting operating adjustments usually clears

up planting troubles. If it does not, refer to "Trouble Shooting" which

follows:

If planting difficulties cannot be corrected by making the adjustments given

in this manual, see your International Harvester dealer.

Below normal air pres-

sure reading

~

Condition



TROUBLESHOOTING

Condition

Below normal air pres-

sure reading-continued

3. Above normal air

pressure reading

4. Irregular spacing

5. Too many skips

6. Too many doubles

Possible Cause

(A) Seal improperly seated

on bead of drum or not
bearing against wear
ring

(A) Power take-off r.p.m.

too high

(B) Flow control valve

(Hydraulic Blower Drive)

(C) Air inlet damper open
(Mechanical P.T.O. Blower
Drive)

(A) Drive wheels slipping

(B) Seed drum not rotating

smoothly

(C) Driving too fast

(A) Cut-off brush too close

to drum
(B) Below normal air pres-

sure

(C) Seed release wheels

not functioning

(D) Driving too fast

(A) Cut-off brush not ad-

justed properly

(B) Driving too fast

(C) Air pressure too high

Remedy

Reinstall seal on drum bead,

and reassemble and tighten

drum in position on drive

shaft

Seal must be re-bonded to

drum after removal

Reduce P.T.O. speed

Turn knob counterclockwise

until the air pressure is

normal

Move damper to left to

close air intake area

Reduce down pressure on
seed and fertilizer units

(A) Check condition of seed

drum seal

(B) Check and lubricate drum
seal wear surface

Check chart for correct

speed

Inspect brush gauge wheels
and bracket. Replace if worn.

Check items in condition

number 2

(A) Make certain that seed

release wheels are riding

properly on seed drum
(B) Check hold-down spring

on seed release wheel
frame

Check chart for correct

speed

Brush may be set too far

from seed drum
Check chart for correct

speed

Check item in

condition number 3
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Condition

7. Seed drum not rotating

or fertilizer augers not

turning

Possible Cause

(A) Shear pin missing in

drive sprockets under

seed hopper

(B) Drive chains off

sprockets

Both markers or the

same marker is lowered

each time the machine

is lowered

The selector valve spool is

not fully retracted or ex-

tended

Same marker is

lowered each time the

machine is lowered.

Selector valve spool not

moving.

1 0. Planter doesn't lower

completely or marker

doesn't follow ground

contour

(A) Tractor is equipped with

a double acting check

valve

11. Marker fails to lower

1 2. Seed not covered

(B) Remote control lever

is not in float position

(A) Air in line

(B) Actuator chain

(A) No covering disks or

covering disks not

properly adjusted

JB) Planter units not level

Hitch too low

Remedy

Replace shear pin

Be sure all drive

chains are in place

Raise the machine halfway

(approximately 4-inch (102

mm) stroke on the planter

lift cylinder). Move the

rocker arm by hand to one

end of the slot and then

raise the machine completely

Fully raise machine. Check

length of compression spring

(rear) on alternator rod. If

compressed spring length is

greater than 6-1/4-inches (159

mm), lower the machine com-

pletely, remove cotter pin and

add washer(s) to make com-

pressed length 6-1/4-inches

(159 mm). Replace cotter.

Raise machine and recheck

compressed length.

(A) Replace double acting

check valve with alter-

nating type

(B) Move lever to float posi-

tion. See "Marker

Operating Instructions"

on remote control valve

(A) Bleed system

(B) Adjust chain

(A) Use covering attachment

and check adjustment

(B) Level planter
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SPECIFICATIONS
Planter type TraH behjnd p)anter

Four-Row
Six-Row
Four-Row Convertible

Row spacing Four-Row 28, 30, 34-36, 38 and 40-inch (711
762, 864, 914, 965 and 1016 mm) rows
Six-Row 28 and 30-inch (711 and 762 mm) rows
Four-Row Convertible 36, 38 and 40-inch (914
965, and 1016 mm) rows

Lifting means Remote hydraulic cylinder

3 x 8-inch (76 x 203 mm) single-acting

3 x 8-inch (76 x 203 mm) double acting
3-1/2 x 8-inch (89 x 203 mm) double-acting
(Double-acting cylinders may be converted to use
as single-acting by adding cylinder breather).

Main drive wheels
Ba|| bearjng hub$ and QptJona| ^^ ^ ^ ^
15-inch (356 or 381 mm) pneumatic tires.

Recommended tire sizes 7:50-14, 8:00-14, 6:70-15
7:10-15 or 7:60-15. 9:5L-14 High Flotation wheels
with tires are available in lieu of standard.

Transport width 15 feet (4.57 metres) (Six-Row) and
(Four-Row Convertible)

12 feet (3.66 metres) (Four-Row)
Four wheel attachment For additional flotation for Six-Row Planter
Planter wheel tread 78-inches (1981 mm) Four-Row - 115-inches

(2921 mm) Six-Row 78-inches (1981 mm) Four-
Row Convertible

Row units Free floating tubular drawbar including jockey tie

bars.
Seed openers Runner or double disk (13-1/2-inch (343 mm)

diameter disks with precision bearings) as

ordered.

Press wheels 16 .inch (406 mm) Ran Whee| wjth ? x ie (1?8 ^
406 mm) flat traction tire regular - smooth
crowned, traction tread crowned, dual ribbed
traction, or open center steel wheel available when
ordered.

Planter depth Controlled by unit press wheels.

Seed hopper 0ne sjng |e hopper wjth n bu$he| (03g m3)
capacity, translucent fiberglass with a sealed fiber-
glass lid.

ee mm 0ne Per machine - stainless steel with transparent
fiberglass end cap.

The following drums are available:

24 holes per row.

36 holes per row.

72 holes per row.

96 holes per row.

144 holes per row.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Planter Drive Precision chain drive from planter transport wheel.

Mechanical P.T.O. blower drive P.T.O. driven from 540 or 1000 r.p.m. shaft.

Hydraulic Drive Blower The hydraulic pump is driven from the 1000 r.p.m

tractor power take-off shaft. A pump mounted oil

reservoir supplies the oil for the hydraulic system.

The pressure line from the pump to the motor is

connected to 2250 p.s.i. (15.5 MPa) pressure relief

valve and to a flow control valve. The flow control

valve can be adjusted to obtain the desired air

pressure in the seed hopper. From the hydraulic

motor, the oil flows through a cooler and back to

the reservoir.

Hydraulic blower drive pump reservoir Built into the hydraulic pump.

Marker Hydraulic disk type raised and lowered hydraulically

with automatic selector valve alternator.

Fertilizer unit Application of dry fertilizer - auger feed with

optional low, high, and extra high rates.

Openers - precision bearing 13-1/2 inch (343 mm)
diameter double disk.

Four-row planter Dry Fertilizer Equipped with two 550-pound (250 kg) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.

Liquid Fertilizer Equipped with two 60-gallon (227 litres) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.

Four-row Convertible planter Dry Fertilizer .... Equipped with two 850-pound (386 kg) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.

Liquid Fertilizer Equipped with tow 100-gallon (379 litres) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.

Six-row Planter Dry Fertilizer Equipped with two 850-pound (386 kg) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.

Liquid Fertilizer Equipped with two 100-gallon (379 litres) capacity

translucent fiberglass hoppers.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Granular chemical For application of Herbjdde apd |nsectjcjde^
lucent fiberglass hopper with 35-pound capacity
each. Available one or two hoppers per row
precision chain driven from planter press wheel.

Disk covering attachment jn thrniA/ aHH^„ . ^ *!

.

throw additional dirt over the seed; 7-inch
diameter disk with precision bearings.

Blade covering attachment To throw additional dirt over the seed.

Quick-attaching depth bands For xmme „,„,„, of p|aming^^
double disk openers.

Available with depths as follows:
3/4-inch, 1-inch, 1-1/4-inch, 1-1/2-inch, 1-3/4-inch
and 2-1/4-inch (19, 25.4, 31.8, 38.1, 44.5 and 57.2
mm)

Seed firming wheel attachment .... UspH tn nr«c th* e<^ *•used t0 Press the seed firmly into the moist soil to
assure better seed germination available for runner
openers only. Not for use with granular insecticide
attachment.

epattac ment
Provides additional standing area to use while filling
master seed hopper.

Platform attachment For better access in filling seed hopper and fertilizer
hopper.

Crank adjustable for adjusting planter hitch clevis to
proper height of tractor drawbar.

Safety equipment
Bracket for mounting light or SMV (Slow Moving
Vehicle) emblem and reflective tapes as required for
highway transport.

Depth band scraper attachment For use on double disk openers with depth bands.

SCraper For use on double disk opener without depth band.

Disk furrowing attachment decision bearing double disk for uniform planting
in rough seed beds. Locates seed in firm moist soil.
9-1/4-inch and 12-inch (235 and 305 mm) di-
ameter disk available.

Drum monitor attachment . . Tn ;nrl -
t

offwheds
r°Per funCtioning of seed dru™ and cut
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METRIC (SI) MEASUREMENTS

English Unit Metric Equivalent (SI)

Area

1 square inch (in 2 ) 6.45 square centimetre (cm 2
)

1 acre 0.405 hectarelha)

Force

1 pound-force (Ibf) 4.45 newton (N)

Length

-I f ot (ft) 304.8 millimetre (mm), 30.5 centimetre (cm),

0.305 metre (m)

1 inC h (in) 2 5.4 millimetre (mm), 2.54 centimetre (cm)

1 m j|e 1 609 metre (m), 1 .61 kilometre (km)

Mass

1 pound (lb) 0.454 kilogram (kg)

Power

1 horsepower (hp) 0.746 kilowatt (kW)

Pressure

1 pound-force per square 6.89 kilopascal (kPa), 0.00689 megapascal (MPa)

inch.psi (Ibf /in 2 )

Temperature

t degree Fahrenheit (°F) (t - 32) degree Celsius CO
1.8

Torque

1 pound-force foot (Ibfft) 1 .356 newton metre (N-m)

Velocity

1 mile per hour (mph) 1 .61 kilometre per hour (km/h)

Volume

1 US bushel 0.035 cubic metre (m 3 )

1 US gallon (US gal) 3.79 litre (L)

1 US quart (US qt) 0.946 litrs (L)
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MEMORANDA
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CASE TECHNICAL MANUALS

Manuals for the service, repair and operation of Case International Machines

are available. To get prices and other ordering information complete this form

and send it to:

J I Case Company

Agricultural Equipment Division

25th and Mead Street

Racine, Wisconsin, 53403

Attn Technical Publications Dept.

Please Print Clearly

Name

Address

City State. _ Zip Code.

Machine Model Number.

§ ' Machine P.I.N. Number

o

Prices and order information requested for:

I 1 Operators Manual

1~1 Parts Catalog

I 1 Service Manual

No orders will be sent outside of United States or Canada (See your nearest

CASE distributor).





Accidents

can be prevented

with your help

No accident-prevention program can be suc-

cessful without the wholehearted co-operation

of the person who is directly responsible for the

operation of equipment.

To read accident reports from all over the

country is to be convinced that a large number

of accidents can be prevented only by the

operator anticipating the result before the

accident is caused and doing something about

it. No power-driven equipment, whether it be

transportation or processing, whether it be on

the highway, in the harvest field or in the

industrial plant, can be safer than the man who

is at the controls. If accidents are to be pre-

vented—and they can be prevented—it will be

done by the operators who accept a full measure

of their responsibility.

It is true that the designer, the manufacturer,

the safety engineer can help; and they will help,

but their combined efforts can be wiped out by

a single careless act of the operator.

It is said that
r

'the best kind of a safety

device is a careful operator. " We ask you

to be that kind of an operator.


